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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

There remains a contentious debate among both Chinese and Western scholars regarding the objectives—and even existence—of a coherent Chinese grand strategy. This conceptual divide makes it difficult for policy makers and military planners to accurately interpret the motivations behind and effects of China’s international investment activity. This thesis attempts to mitigate some of that uncertainty through exploratory research into China’s investment in the Philippines by asking the following research question: What evidence does China’s investment in the Philippines contribute to the understanding of China’s grand strategy objectives?

A. METHODOLOGY

Over the course of this thesis, we examine five sub-questions utilizing the following methodology. We identified China’s strategic approach to the Philippines through the examination of China’s “Going Out” and Peaceful Development policies, 13th Five-Year Plan, and “One Belt, One Road” strategy. In addition, the research discovered unique characteristics of Chinese investment through an analysis of China’s policy framework that governs the international activity of its commercial actors. In addition, using geospatial analysis, we identified the geopolitical effects of Chinese investments by depicting them in relation to global shipping lanes and Chinese control points in the South China Sea. Finally, we determined the relational effects of Chinese investments by operationalizing Baviera’s theory that Chinese economic power translates to influence via “successful cultivation of allies among members of the Philippine political elite with whom it has shared preferences,” through the application of link analysis and the social network analysis metrics of degree centrality and local clustering coefficient.

1 The researchers chose Philippines as a case study because it has historically been a strong ally of the United States and represents an important element of American power and influence in Asia. Thus, if China is attempting to utilize its economic might to counter U.S. presence and influence in Asia, the Philippines represents a “most-likely” target for economic statecraft.

B. DATA

Our data set contains 41 individual instances of Chinese outward direct investment, construction contracting, and service provision in the Philippines spanning the time period from 2006 to 2016. The bulk of the data came from Dr. Derek Scissors’s Global China Investment Tracker, while the remainder was gleaned from official Government of the Philippines announcements and Philippine media reports. For each instance of investment, we collected geospatial data on the implementing location of the investment and relational data consisting of the relationships or ties connecting the various Chinese and Philippine actors participating in or facilitating each investment.

C. SUMMARY OF KEY FINDINGS

- China’s strategy toward the Philippines is mostly consistent with the strategy Beijing applies to the Southeast Asian region as a whole—it aggressively pursues its territorial interests in the South China Sea while also broadcasting clear signals of goodwill and cooperation through pledges of joint development and mutual prosperity.

- China’s strategic approach to the Philippines has shifted based on the policy decisions of Philippine administrations—it has applied tactics to punish Philippine resistance to Chinese actions in the South China Sea (Aquino administration 2010–2016) and has offered significant economic benefits when Philippine administrations have adopted pro-Chinese foreign policy positions (Arroyo administration 2001–2010 and Duterte administration 2016–present).

- China’s policy framework allows the Chinese state to motivate, direct, and incentivize the overseas investment activity of its commercial actors.

- There is a high degree of organizational connectivity between the Chinese Communist Party and the corporate leadership of the state owned enterprises (SOEs) that do the bulk of the overseas investment.

- The majority of Chinese economic activity in the Philippines has consisted of construction contracting and infrastructure projects.

- There have been few documented cases of Chinese companies merging with, acquiring, or partnering with Philippine firms; yet, Chinese commercial actors own a 40 percent stake in the Philippine national power grid and a controlling stake in the Philippines’ largest ferry operator/shipping company, 2GO Group.
• The bulk of Chinese economic activity in the Philippines can be traced back to Chinese state owned parent companies (i.e., SOEs).
• The vast majority of the executed and proposed investments conform to Philippine national development plans and priorities.
• Chinese investments are located where one might expect them to be based on commercial, ecological, and host country development priority factors.
• China’s four port development investments can potentially provide a platform for maritime monitoring and information collection that will fill a significant gap in China’s situational awareness of the South China Sea (see Figure 1).
• Relational analysis identified the following Philippine entities and individuals as pathways for potential Chinese influence in the Philippines: National Grid Corporation of the Philippines, 2GO Group, R-II Building Group, Federation of Filipino-Chinese Chambers of Commerce and Industry, Philippine Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Ayala Corporation, Francis Chua, and Reghis Romero II.

D. IMPLICATIONS

China’s international investments provide benefits and opportunities undetected by the macroeconomic, quantitative, and regional analytic techniques currently being applied in the fields of Chinese foreign policy and economic statecraft research. These benefits and opportunities might be considered secondary effects, but they will continue to remain undetected until scholars adjust their level of analysis and begin examining these investments at the micro or instance level.

The benefits and opportunities created by these investments bear resemblance to the conditions U.S. special operations forces (SOF) attempt to achieve through preparation of the environment activities in the shaping phase of an operation. This suggests that U.S. defense planners should potentially change the way they frame, or view, Chinese investment activities within their geographic areas of interest by categorizing them as an economic form of preparation of the environment.

E. RECOMMENDATIONS

Micro-level research into Chinese international investment activity using visual analytic techniques should be expanded beyond the scope of the Philippines. Based upon
their regional orientation and organizational capacity, the U.S. geographic combatant commands are ideal candidates to sponsor and/or spearhead this continued research.

In addition, U.S. Army Civil Affairs forces deployed around the world should begin capturing data on Chinese investment activities in their host countries as part of their civil information management key task. This data collection should focus documenting the geospatial location of such investments, identifying the key actors involved, and ascertaining those actors’ connections to the host government.

Figure 1. Impact of Chinese Investments in the Philippines on South China Sea Control

---

3 Adapted from ARCGis, “Global Shipping Routes,” April 2013, http://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=12c0789207e64714b9545ad30fca1633
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I. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Chinese strategic and cultural tradition places a high value on deception and concealment of decision-making processes in order to thwart adversaries’ efforts to predict Chinese behavior.¹ Despite the public release of several official policy and strategy documents by the People’s Republic of China (PRC), there remains a contentious debate among both Chinese and Western scholars regarding the objectives and even existence of a coherent Chinese grand strategy. The course of this debate has taken on two forms, one over the components of grand strategy and the other over the objectives of that grand strategy.

This thesis takes the latter form of debate at its conceptual starting point. In this viewpoint, scholars and analysts assume the existence of a Chinese grand strategy but differ in their assessments of what the grand strategy’s objective is and how aggressive China will be in pursuing it. On this academic battlefield, three main camps have formed based on their assessment of the threat level to the current world order. On the left is the PRC’s official position of Peaceful Development or a “China Dream” in pursuit of a “harmonious society.”² In this camp, China is not a threat but will protect its rights in the community of nations. The second camp, represented by authors such as Jacqueline Newmyer Deal, sees China’s rise as a form of strategic competition in a non-zero sum game.³ Finally, on the right is the “China threat” camp, personified by experts like Michael Pillsbury, who argues that China’s “Hundred Year Marathon” grand strategy is aimed at replacing the United States as the world’s superpower by 2049.⁴


Central to this debate is the primacy of the Chinese economy, both as a consumer around which Chinese grand strategy has been built and as the primary tool for achieving Chinese foreign policy objectives around the world. As defined by William Norris, the state’s manipulation of international economic activities for strategic purposes is known as economic statecraft. However, literature concerning China’s implementation of economic statecraft is at the macro level. This suggests that additional empirical research is needed at the micro (commercial actor) level to better understand how China is using its economic element of national power in the context of grand strategy.

A. IMPORTANCE

One result of this contentious debate over Chinese grand strategy is manifested by the uncertainty with which foreign policy makers, military planners, and the mass media view Chinese economic activity in the international arena. The bulk of this economic activity has come in the form of foreign direct investment and international construction contracts totaling nearly $1.5 trillion worldwide since 2005. Muddying the waters of this seemingly positive international flood of Chinese capital are numerous reports of exploitive energy and raw material investments in developing countries, attainment of sensitive technologies through mergers and acquisitions, and a general lack of governmental and financial transparency.

At its extremes, this uncertainty can lead to belief in a sinister, ulterior motive behind every Chinese investment or blindness to a cleverly disguised grand strategy. The implications of basing decisions on these extremes range from provoking conflict with

---


China and stifling a potentially beneficial member of the international community to being strategically unprepared to defend U.S. interests abroad. To navigate this uncertainty, U.S. policy makers and executors need greater clarity regarding the nature and objectives of Chinese economic activity abroad. Such clarity can only come from a detailed examination of empirical data at a micro level, namely the commercial deals and actors\textsuperscript{10} composing this barrage of Chinese investment.

This thesis attempts to reduce some of that uncertainty through exploratory research into Chinese economic statecraft vis-à-vis the Philippines over the past decade. It focuses on instances of Chinese investment, the role that commercial actors play in supporting Chinese foreign policy objectives, and the bilateral context within which these actors are operating. We believe the Philippines is an appropriate case study for several reasons. First, the Philippines is a historically strong ally of the United States and represents an important foothold of American power and influence in Asia. Second, China and the Philippines share overlapping maritime claims in the South China Sea, a divisive issue that defines the Sino-Philippine bilateral relationship, thus making the Philippines an attractive target for Chinese economic statecraft. Finally, as related by Theresa Carino, China and the Philippines share a long history of cultural and economic integration evident by the sizeable ethnic Chinese population in the Philippines and their disproportionately high dominance of the commercial sector.\textsuperscript{11} Understanding the landscape of Chinese microeconomic activity in the Philippines will aid policy makers in identifying aspects that support the execution of economic statecraft, potentially clarify assertions regarding Chinese grand strategy, and assist policy makers in making resource allocation decisions.

\textsuperscript{10} In this instance, “actors” refer to any of the parties involved in the process of outward direct investment and includes businesses/corporations, governmental and non-governmental entities, banks/lending institutions, and individual persons.

1. **Research Question**

In pursuit of these objectives, we conduct exploratory analysis in an attempt to answer the following question: what evidence does China’s investment in the Philippines contribute to the understanding of China’s grand strategic objectives?

2. **The Way Ahead**

In subsequent sections, we review the literature on Chinese grand strategy, economic statecraft, and the state of Sino-Philippine relations that led to this research question. Next, we break the question down and lay out our methodology for answering its component parts. We then provide an examination of official Chinese policies and strategies to parse out the PRC’s objectives vis-à-vis the Philippines and establish the context within which Chinese commercial actors are operating. Next, we examine those aspects of Chinese outward direct investment assumed to carry security implications for the host country and compare those assertions against the empirical data of Chinese investment in the Philippines. Then, through the use of visual analytic tools, we examine the spatial and relational aspects of commercial activity between China and the Philippines with an emphasis on the commercial actors and linkages across organizational boundaries. Finally, we conclude with our key findings, implications for U.S. policy makers and executors, and recommendations for future research.

B. **LITERATURE REVIEW**

The scope of our research crossed many disciplinary lines ranging from international relations and economic statecraft theory to Philippine politics and financial capital flows. While our thesis touches on each of these topics tangentially, our primary contributions are to the literature on Chinese grand strategy, economic statecraft, and Sino-Philippine relations. First, by tracing Chinese strategies from the national, down to the regional and individual country levels (i.e., Philippines), we clarify how frequently cited concepts of Chinese strategy and influence actually unfold on the ground. Second, by focusing specifically on the “carrot” of Chinese international capital flows, we demonstrate how concepts of Chinese economic statecraft are actually implemented by its commercial actors. Finally, by examining the empirical data on Chinese investment in
the Philippines, we shed light on how these investments have impacted the Sino-Philippine relationship and produced secondary effects that impact Philippine politics and security. The following section provides a review of these fields of study, identifies gaps within the literature of each, and outlines how our research contributes to filling those voids.

1. **Chinese Grand Strategy**

Scholars have written extensively on the concept of Chinese grand strategy. In the literature on this subject, there is disagreement on whether or not China is perusing a coherent grand strategy. One of the best arguments in favor of China having a grand strategy comes from the work of Michael Swaine and Ashley Tellis, who label it a “calculative strategy” of constrained maximization. They identify three Chinese national objectives/interests: preservation of domestic order, defense against external threats to sovereignty and territory, and attainment of geopolitical influence as a world power. To achieve this, they argue that China has employed the following policies: 1) non-ideological policy approach centered on economic growth, 2) a deliberate restraint on the use of military force coupled with military modernization and streamlining, and 3) expanded involvement in regional and global politics in order to secure asymmetric gains. Thus, Swaine and Tellis argue that China’s “calculative strategy” seems to be focused on expanding all elements of its national power as non-provocatively as possible to avoid a regional or global backlash that would hinder China’s rise.\(^\text{12}\)

A second, popular argument in favor of China having a grand strategy comes from Michael Pillsbury. Harnessing the cynicism and underlying fears of the American public and defense establishment, Pillsbury outlines a secret Chinese strategy, dubbed the Hundred-Year Marathon, which aims to “replace the United States as the world superpower” by 2049. In the place of strategic ideas, Pillsbury argues that the Chinese are using lessons learned from the culturally and historically significant Warring States period that stretched from around 475 BC to unification under the Qin dynasty five

centuries later.13 These lessons are manifest in nine elements of Chinese grand strategy that stress asymmetry, secrecy, deception, and patience.

A third argument for grand strategy can be made around the Chinese government’s official strategic position on Peaceful Development in pursuit of a harmonious world, best articulated by the 2011 white paper from the State Council of the People’s Republic of China.14 In this argument, China’s strategic objective is a harmonious world characterized by respect for sovereignty, mutually beneficial cooperation and economic development, and peaceful resolution of disputes through dialogue and mutual trust. In order to achieve this objective, China proposes to follow a policy of peaceful development centered on the ideas of scientific, independent, open, peaceful, cooperative, and common development. Recently, new ambitious economic initiatives, such as One Belt, One Road (OBOR) and the Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), have been considered by some as further evidence of an overarching Chinese strategy within the framework of peaceful development.

On the other side of the debate, Edward Luttwak contends that China does not, and cannot, possess a grand strategy due to fundamental paradoxes inherent in its rise. Luttwak argues that there is a certain logic in strategy, namely that China’s rapid growth in power will necessarily evoke resistance by other states, which will inhibit that growth’s linear progress. Therefore, it is paradoxical for China to pursue a simultaneous strategy of economic growth and military aggrandizement in a non-provocative fashion—the only correct grand strategy for China would be to contradict common sense and restrict military growth.15 In addition to this paradox, Luttwak also posits that China has “Great State Autism” (shared by the United States) characterized by a pronounced insensitivity to foreign perspectives. He argues this results in a highly ineffective decision-making process, wherein oversimplified realities are distorted to fit within

13 Pillsbury, The Hundred-Year Marathon, 31–32.
14 Information Office of the State Council, China’s Peaceful Development.
internally generated expectations and perspectives. Thus, Luttwak posits that this “Great State Autism” prevents China from seeing that military aggrandizement resulting from rapid economic growth actually destabilizes and weakens its ability to develop grand strategy.

A second counterargument comes from Wang Jisi, China’s most prolific foreign policy expert. Wang contends that China, though searching, has still not found a successful grand strategy. His argument rests on the observations that the variety of conflicting viewpoints within the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) political elite has prevented consensus on what organizing principle should guide Chinese grand strategy. In a 2011 article in *Foreign Affairs*, Wang identifies two prevailing opinions as to what that organizing principle should be: 1) build the grand strategy around opposition to a primary threat (the United States) or 2) follow Deng Xiaoping’s advice to keep a low profile and bide one’s time before striking. Wang argues that both schools of thought are misguided and fail to adequately address all three of China’s core interests: sovereignty, security, and development.

A final counterargument to the debate comes from Zhang Feng, who conducted a rigorous analysis of Chinese foreign policy since the 1980s and concluded that China did not have a premeditated grand strategy at any point during the past 30 years. As noted previously, Zhang employed a strict rubric for analysis defining grand strategy as the combination of a clear set of national interests plus strategic ideas on how to achieve them. Zhang noted that internal debates over these interests and strategic ideas occurred almost every 10 years resulting in discrete, corresponding shifts in policy. This paints the picture of a “learning” China as well as a “rising” China. Zhang also points to the lack of a world vision, or preference for an ideal international order, as a contributing factor to the failure to develop a grand strategy during this period.

---

16 Ibid., 12–13.
19 Ibid., 339.
For the purpose of this thesis, we adhere to the argument that China does in fact have a grand strategy that it applies in its foreign relations with Southeast Asian neighbors and other countries around the world. In assuming the existence of a Chinese grand strategy, we look to the PRC’s own documents and statements on the subject as supporting evidence for this assumption, including the Peaceful Development policy, the “Going Out” strategy, economic initiatives like One Belt, One Road, and its five-year plans. Taken together, these policies imply a grand strategy that is focused on creating a stable regional environment for continued economic development, expanding PRC military capability and economic influence along its periphery, and cultivating domestic unity. Among the vast body of literature addressing the subject of Chinese grand strategy, there is a significant gap created by a preponderance of the authors focusing on this topic at a strictly theoretical realm. These experts have not looked for evidence of Chinese grand strategy at a more granular level, which is through case studies of Chinese action in individual countries. In fact, much of the literature only encompasses a regional or global dimension.

We contribute to filling this gap by specifically examining Chinese grand strategy in the context of the Philippines. As Chinese economic power expands and its foreign policy becomes more assertive—as we have noted previously—some experts like Michael Pillsbury warn that Beijing might seek to supplement the United States as the dominant power in Southeast Asia.20 Similarly, Karen Bergerson warns that as China builds military force projection, it is also pursuing other non-military options in an attempt to erode America’s strategic position in the region.21 With these claims in mind, we chose the Philippines as a most likely case, meaning that if China is truly employing a grand strategy or working to degrade U.S. influence, the Philippines is one country that it would likely target. Hence, this examination at the bilateral level has the ability to contribute to the debate at the grand strategy level.

20 Pillsbury, The Hundred-Year Marathon, 10.
The Philippines merits examination for several reasons. First, as David Berteau and Michael Green explain, the Philippines is a strong ally of the United States, retains a mutual defense treaty with the United States, and represents an important element of American power and influence in Asia. Second, the Philippines have directly challenged Chinese territorial claims in the South China Sea making it an attractive target for coercion and/or influence. Third, as Carino notes, China and the Philippines share a long history of cultural and economic integration as evident by the sizeable ethnic Chinese population in the Philippines and their disproportionately high dominance of its commercial sector. Beyond significant cultural ties, the Philippines and the remaining nations of Southeast Asia are considered by China to be “periphery countries.” As Zhu describes, this designation results in the region receiving greater attention from the PRC and helps further justify examining China’s economic activities within the context of the Philippines.

2. Implementation of Grand Strategy: The Economic Dimension

Within the context of grand strategy, this study also contributes to the literature on Chinese instruments of economic statecraft including outward direct investment (ODI), overseas construction projects, and international service provisions. All three of these instruments are facilitated by Chinese official development and economic assistance programs. We purposely avoid any examination of other instruments of Chinese national power, such as diplomatic, information, and military, to focus solely on the economic dimension. As with the literature covering grand strategy, there is a gap among the body of work dedicated to exploring the economic aspects of Chinese national power. This work remains largely at the macro level and lacks a country-specific application and examination of China’s use of economic tools. We fill this gap by translating Chinese


policies (Going Out, One Belt, One Road, and Peaceful Development) into objectives, approaches, and execution within Philippines.

China, like all modern countries, is the beneficiary of decades of scholarly work and theory in the field of economic statecraft. Underpinning this body of work is the centuries-old debate over the proper organization and relation of the state to economic markets. Preeminent scholars like Alexander Hamilton, Friedrich List, Adam Smith, Karl Marx, and Robert Gilpin structured this debate into three competing ideologies of political economy: economic nationalism (mercantilism), liberalism, and Marxism.\(^\text{25}\) In simplified terms, the central factor dividing these ideologies is the relationship between politics and economics. Economic nationalism assumes the primacy of politics over economic activity, while liberalism delineates clear boundaries of separation between politics and economics, and Marxism views economics as driving politics. Which ideology of political economy each state chooses to organize itself by has implications on the type of economic statecraft tools it is able to employ, as well as the objectives toward which those tools are directed. When China transitioned from the Marxist ideology of its inception to what Kroeber describes as a “social economy with Chinese characteristics” in 1984 under Deng Xiaoping, China adopted an economic nationalist ideology centered on state building via the dual pursuit of power and wealth.\(^\text{26}\) This shift in ideology also opened the doors on a wider range of tools the Chinese Communist Party could now utilize to pursue these goals via economic statecraft.

The vast majority of scholarship in the field of economic statecraft has focused on the macro level with the state as the basic unit of analysis. In examining power and influence within the context of international relations, Klaus Knorr identified economic power and military power as being two sides of the same coin, with both converting economic wealth in putative power with which to influence international actors.\(^\text{27}\) David Baldwin built upon these ideas to define economic statecraft as “influence attempts


relying primarily on resources that have a reasonable semblance of a market price in terms of money.”

Baldwin was also one of the first scholars to catalogue the wide array of economic statecraft tools available to the state, and this has spawned a vast literature on economic sanctions and the more coercive elements of economic statecraft. Building upon Albert Hirschman’s 1945 study of Germany’s asymmetric trade relations with its weaker Eastern European neighbors, Robert Keohane and Joseph Nye highlighted how states become vulnerable to economic statecraft via asymmetric economic dependence in a highly interdependent modern environment. These scholars, among others, advanced the modern understanding of economic statecraft by framing the context within which it occurs and by identifying the underlying components that allow it to be effective. However, this body of work has focused primarily on the macro level with the state as the unit of analysis and national economic policies/trade agreements as the primary tool being utilized; far less research has focused on the micro level where individual commercial actors can become tools of statecraft.

Three notable exceptions to this come from Eugene Staley, Robert Gilpin, and most recently, William Norris. In *War and the Private Investor*, Staley examined the complex, (sometimes) mutually beneficial relationship between private foreign investment and governmental foreign policy. Significant to the topic of this thesis is Staley’s work identifying diplomatic benefits accrued to the state via private (commercial actor) foreign investment and highlighting the dynamic processes by which private investors and the state’s foreign policy establishment wrestle for control in pursuit of strategic outcomes. Gilpin also focused on foreign investment; however, he centered his analysis on American multinational corporations operating under the umbrella of American hegemony in the twentieth century. Gilpin’s work highlighted the interplay of corporate and national interests, a critical factor in determining a state’s ability to

---


leverage private economic activity in pursuit of strategic objectives. Norris applied the theoretical foundations of Knorr and Gilpin to the empirical context of China to develop his own framework for analyzing a state’s ability to mobilize and direct its economic power. Norris’s central thesis is that since commercial actors are the primary agents actually executing the economic activities of the state, a state’s ability to control these commercial actors, largely through manipulation of their incentive structures, is a critical prerequisite for exercising economic statecraft. By borrowing from principal-agent theory, Norris was able to identify five independent variables that combine to determine this prerequisite level of state control.

An examination of the literature on China’s use of economic statecraft yields a similar picture with a majority of the research focused on China’s macroeconomic policies and less attention paid to empirical analysis of how China is utilizing foreign investment at the micro level to achieve foreign policy objectives. Macro-level scholarship on Chinese economic statecraft emphasizes Chinese internal economic reforms, which took place during the 1980s and 1990s, as providing Chinese leadership with a greater economic lever to employ. This, coupled with explosive growth in gross domestic product (GDP) over the last 20 years, has provided the PRC with political legitimacy and stability. Scholars, such as Reilly, point to the country’s socialist government as well as its “state-led development model” as allowing China to use its economic resources to achieve foreign policy objectives. This school of thought is not new; as James Reilly has documented, China has historically distributed development assistance and foreign aid based on similar objectives. Even with significant internal reforms, as Gregory Chow explains, the Chinese government still follows the belief that
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32 Norris, *Chinese Economic Statecraft*.
state-ownership of some significant parts of the economy is essential and therefore the role of market forces should be limited.35

Authors, such as Denny Roy, believe that PRC senior leadership thinks differently about national power. Unlike western countries, which mostly focus on military force, Chinese officials often use terms such as zonghe guoli (宗和国力) or “comprehensive national power” and zonghe anquan (宗和安全) or “comprehensive security” (宗和安全).36 These terms are used to indicate the basic Chinese belief that the strength and security of the country depends largely on social harmony and stability brought about through economic development. From this standpoint, as Roy discusses in Return of the Dragon, security goes beyond the protection of people, assets, and territory from foreign threats and requires the state to ensure continued economic growth at home.37

China has used its state-level economic influence to modernize all aspects of its national power. Aaron Friedberg and others point out that Chinese firms, backed by Beijing, were able to drive hard bargains with foreign companies looking for access to China’s markets. In return for the right to build assembly plants or sell products domestically, these companies were required to transfer technology and know-how to their Chinese partners. According to Friedberg, this greatly reduced the time China needed to move up the tech ladder.38

Research on macro-level Chinese economic statecraft also focuses on a small number of government agencies and state-owned enterprises when describing the proxies of Chinese influence. This includes the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM), which, according to its website, formulates and implements policy concerning foreign trade, investment, and economic assistance,39 and the Ministry of Finance (MOF), which administers both macroeconomic policy and the national budget. Together, these state

37 Ibid.
agencies “sit at the apex of Chinese economic power.”40 As James Reilly discusses in *China’s Economic Statecraft*, China finances its economic statecraft mostly through state-owned banks.41 Two large banks with state mandates to implement government and CCP policies fill critical roles in China’s economic statecraft process. As its name suggests, the China Development Bank (CDB) finances development projects focused primarily on infrastructure and energy; while the Export-Import Bank of China (Eximbank) facilitates international trade deals and underwrites China’s foreign aid activity with preferential loans.42

In addition to large state organizations, authors such as Andrew Nathan and Andrew Scobell point out that China has macro-economic tools involving government policies that it can utilize to achieve strategic objectives.43 They note that these include currency manipulation, vague diplomatic threats, cancelation of leadership visits, and other informal or indirect measures.44 Reilly observes that only rarely and only as a result of a significant slight (usually involving its human rights record) will China threaten to use economic sanctions.45 According to authors of this school of thought, these measures enhance Beijing’s flexibility while minimizing diplomatic fallout.

Beyond internal Chinese economic development and reform, the PRC has committed itself to a strategy of “going out” (走出去), which supports foreign direct investment by state owned enterprises (SOEs) and private commercial actors. Friedberg describes how the policy resulted from 20 years of meteoric economic growth, during which time China developed an expanding requirement for foreign inputs, such as oil, minerals, and agricultural raw materials, to sustain its high growth rates.46 As Gregory

41 Ibid.
42 Ibid.
44 Ibid., 268–269.
Chow has noted, “China faces a growing need to secure natural resources and raw materials, most notably energy and minerals such as iron ore, copper, and aluminum.” Authors Chow, Reilly, and Freidberg, all of whom examined the going out policy, suggest that this enormous dependence on foreign resources has compelled China to expand its international trade and investment activity outside of its immediate neighborhood and into areas, such as Latin America and Africa, where it has not historically been active.

Beyond the larger body of research dedicated to Chinese economic statecraft at the macro level, less work has been done focusing on Beijing’s use of economic statecraft at the commercial actor level. The one notable exception to this is the aforementioned work of William Norris, who examined how China is (or is not) able to control and direct the behavior of economic actors. This was a groundbreaking work in that it provided a framework for analyzing Chinese economic statecraft at the micro-level and understanding the mechanisms that allow for it to happen. However, Norris’s contribution has not been applied or systematically tested beyond the five case studies he provides in his book. This necessitates further research focused on applying Norris’s theory in a different empirical context. We build on Norris’s work and attempt to fill a significant gap in the current literature by providing a country-specific application and examination of China’s use of economic tools by examining them in the context of the Philippines.

3. Capital Flows and Sino-Philippine Relations

One of the primary tools of Chinese economic influence is its ability to provide inducements to foreign governments to encourage implementation of policies that are in China’s interests. These “carrots” are generally recognized as Chinese capital flows—specifically ODI and official development assistance (ODA). The body of literature
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examining Chinese capital flows has only focused on the aggregate (country and annual level), which prevents further analysis of potential second order effects of these flows on a given country. We fill this gap by providing a micro and “instance” level examination within the context of the Philippines.

Within this micro-level analysis of the effects of Chinese capital flows, our study contributes to the literature by illustrating the innate susceptibility of Philippine domestic politics to Chinese influence. Authors such as Anders Corr, Priscilla Tacujan, and Aileen Baviera have written extensively on how Philippine domestic political dynamics makes the country more susceptible to Chinese influence. One key observation asserted by Corr and Tacujan is the traditional population division between historically agrarian, landowning elites and the rest of Filipino society, including the middle class, students, peasants, and farm or factory workers. These elites are now gradually transitioning from the agricultural sector toward industrial and service orientated businesses. Political power rests in the hands of a few of these elite families who are often described as being dynastic in nature with extensive patron-client networks. Corr and Tacujan note legislative seats are aggressively defended among these well-connected families because of the political power and financial benefits associated with these positions. This concentration of wealth and power among a narrow elite has led to systemic corruption in the Philippines over a long period of time—a significant domestic issue that Beijing has attempted to exploit for its own gain.

Writing on the nature of domestic politics in the Philippines, Aileen Baviera noted that China has successfully used inducement and persuasion to shape the behavior of Filipino decision makers. Focusing on the Arroyo administration, she cites examples of energy cooperation in the South China Sea (e.g., the Joint Marine Seismic Undertaking)
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and large Chinese investment projects in the Philippines like Philippine National Broadband Network and Zhongxing Telecommunication (NBN-ZTE) and Northrail. All three cases were heavily lobbied for by Chinese officials. Baviera contends that China used its influence over Filipino political elite by working through channels of corruption and informal patronage to achieve a foreign policy outcome that was in its interests. She has also argued that Beijing’s ability to translate its obvious asymmetric power advantage into influence depends on multiple factors, including how well it is able to cultivate allies among members of the Philippine elite. The Joint Marine Seismic Undertaking, NBN-ZTE, and Northrail cases demonstrate that there are instances in which the Chinese government successfully navigated a Philippine political system characterized by multiple entry points, informal mechanisms, and bureaucratic incoherence to build alliances with local rent-seeking politicians in Manila. As described by Baviera, these alliances ultimately strengthened China’s economic influence and political foothold in the country as well as provide examples of how Beijing can shape Philippine decision-making when interests in both countries are aligned. Our study follows up on Baviera’s work by examining other instances of Chinese investment in the Philippines at the commercial actor level with the goal of understanding who ultimately benefited from these deals. We attempt to fill the identified literature gap by carefully examining several individual deals to gain new insight on Chinese influence and intentions in the Philippines.

During the course of our research, we identify several gaps in the literature regarding Chinese grand strategy, economic statecraft, and Sino-Philippine relations. First, experts have not looked for evidence of Chinese grand strategy at a more granular level—that is through case studies of Chinese implementation in individual countries. The vast majority of the literature only treats Chinese grand strategy in the theoretical context without an examination of how it is translated and implemented at the individual country level. We contribute to filling this gap by tracing concepts of Chinese grand strategy down to implementation in a single country, the Philippines. Second, most of the
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literature dedicated to examining Chinese economic statecraft focuses on monetary policy, currency manipulation, and outward direct investment at the macro level while far less research has been conducted into Beijing’s use of economic statecraft at the commercial actor level. To contribute to this gap, we focus on capital flows using empirical data at the micro or individual instance level. Finally, while much macro level research has gone into the Chinese side of its international capital flows, the micro level effects these investments generate on the recipient side of the equation have gone largely unstudied. We contribute to filling this gap by providing a micro level examination of Chinese capital flows in the Philippines using visual analytic techniques not previously used in the literature to identify heretofore unseen effects with implications for the Sino-Philippine bilateral relationship.
II. METHODOLOGY AND DATA

As previously stated, the research question we intend to pursue in this thesis is: What evidence does China’s investment in the Philippines contribute to the understanding of China’s grand strategy objectives? To fully answer this research question, we have developed five sub-questions to guide our examination and provide the backbone for the body of our analysis. In this section, we introduce each of these sub-questions and define the methodology used to answer them.

A. CHINA’S STRATEGIC APPROACH TO THE PHILIPPINES

Interpreting the effects of China’s investment in the Philippines first requires an understanding of the context in which those investments were made, namely, the bilateral relationship between China and the Philippines. This led us to ask: What is China’s strategic approach to the Philippines? To answer this question, we began with a study of China’s overt national policy documents and strategic concepts that underpin its international economic engagement activity. Based on our review of the literature, we identified the following sources as relevant to formulation of China’s foreign policy since 2001:

1. Going Out Strategy (Zou Chuqu)—The going out policy or “going global” strategy is an economic effort initiated by the Chinese government in 2002 to encourage Chinese investments abroad.\(^{57}\)

2. White Paper on Peaceful Development—China’s peaceful development strategy became an official PRC policy under President Hu Jintao. The policy itself was first introduced late 2003 in a speech by PRC premier Wen Jiabao during a meeting with Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) leaders. In 2011, China issued a white paper on peaceful development, which emphasized that the policy was designed to reassure nations in Asia as well as the United States that China’s growing economic and military power was not a threat to regional stability.\(^{58}\)

3. 13th Five-Year Plan—China released its 13th Five-Year Plan (FYP) on National Economic and Social Development in April 2016 at the


\(^{58}\) Information Office of the State Council, *China’s Peaceful Development*. 19
conclusion of the PRC National People’s Congress. The plan outlines economic policies and targets for growth in China through 2020. It broadly focuses on maintaining economic growth and social stability while continuing key reform efforts.59

4. One Belt, One Road Initiative—The OBOR initiative was proposed by Chinese President Xi Jinping during visits to Kazakhstan and Indonesia in 2013. Collectively, OBOR is made up of what is known as the New Silk Road Economic Belt and the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road. The Chinese government issued an official document laying out the major objectives of OBOR in March, 201560 and included it as an important component of the 13th FYP.

Drawing on key concepts identified in these sources, this section fills a gap in the literature by distilling these broad national level policies into strategic approaches specific to the Philippines. These strategic approaches are then examined through the historical lens of the three Philippine administrations that correspond with the time period contained in our data set.

2. Benigno Aquino III administration (2010–2016)
3. Rodrigo Duterte administration (2016–present)

B. UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS OF CHINESE INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT

Also critical to interpreting the implications of Chinese investment in the Philippines is an understanding of the mechanisms that govern these capital flows. This section focuses on how the Chinese government supports and implements a measure of control on overseas investments. To illustrate this, we examine and draw from the state-agency issued directives and circulars that compose China’s emerging regulatory framework on overseas investment. To identify how the Chinese government guides and supports overseas investment, we focused on the following primary source documents:


• Circular of Ministry of Commerce and Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Distributing Guide Catalogue of Countries and Industries for Investment Abroad\textsuperscript{61}

• Notice of the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), the Export-Import Bank of China on Giving Credit Support to the Key Overseas Investment Projects Encouraged by the State/Circular on Supportive Credit Policy on Key Overseas Investment Project Encouraged by the State\textsuperscript{62}

• Ministry of Commerce and China Export and Credit Insurance Corporation Circular on Promoting Development of Export Name Brands with Help of Export Credit Insurance\textsuperscript{63}

• Outward Investment Sector Direction Policy and 2006 Catalogue of Industries for Guiding Outward Investment\textsuperscript{64}

• Adjusting the Relevant Matters on the Examination and Approval of Overseas Investment\textsuperscript{65}


This section begins our examination of Chinese investment at the micro level through a detailed analysis of the 41 instances of investment since 2005 contained in our data set. This analysis proceeds in three stages. In the first stage, we classify the types of investment based on a typology used by the United Nations Commission on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) and consisting of outward direct investment, overseas construction contracting, and international service provision by Chinese firms. We then examine those instances in detail and highlight the relative distribution of instances amongst those three categories. In the second stage, we examine how these investments conform to China’s strategic approaches of peaceful development and “win-win” economic interaction. To do this, we compare the type of investment and the economic sector in which it was made with Philippine development priorities as laid out in the


\textsuperscript{62} Ibid., 48–50.
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\textsuperscript{64} Ibid., 67–72.

\textsuperscript{65} Ibid., 75–76.
Using this method, we are able to identify the proportion of Chinese investments that directly address recipient country needs (in this case the Philippines) and allow us to make an informed judgment on the extent to which the Chinese investments promote win-win economic interaction. Finally, in the third stage, we examine the failed instances of Chinese investment in our dataset (those project/deals cancelled by either party) with an emphasis on how those failures have affected both the level and types of Chinese investment in subsequent periods.

D. GEOSPATIAL PATTERNS OF CHINESE INVESTMENT IN THE PHILIPPINES

One advantage of dropping our level of analysis down to the micro or instance level is that it allows for analytic treatments not possible on the aggregate figures that currently dominate the literature on Chinese investment. In this section, we use one such analytic technique, geospatial analysis, to ask the question: are there any geospatial patterns of Chinese investment in the Philippines that would provide China with a geopolitical or competitive advantage? This technique utilizes specialized software to link natural phenomena and features to their location on a map in order to observe patterns and answer “where” type questions. In the course of developing and compiling our dataset, we recorded the approximate geographical position (in degrees latitude and longitude) of each instance of Chinese investment for which location data existed. Then using the ArcGIS geospatial software system, we placed each of these investments on a map of the Philippines. To determine if said investments resulted in a geopolitical or
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68 Not every entry in our dataset was able to be mapped using this method. Several of the more recent (e.g., 2016 state visit) deals lack publicly released details regarding specific locations and thus were omitted from this analysis. Likewise, investments that do not have a discrete location component (e.g., nationwide LTE cellular infrastructure or unspecified three million hectare land lease) were also omitted.
competitive advantage, we viewed the resulting geospatial distribution of investments within the context of China’s actions and ability to control the South China Sea.

A tightly knit cord of commercial sea lanes weave through the South China Sea bringing with it 5.3 trillion U.S. dollars (USD) of global trade flows each year. Recently, a senior U.S. defense official\textsuperscript{69} theorized that China’s artificial island building and maritime claims represent an attempt to control the South China Sea as a strategic chokepoint for military force projection and diplomatic leverage. Thus, it is possible that China’s investments in the Philippines could provide a geopolitical advantage if they somehow support or strengthen China’s hold over the South China Sea as a strategic chokepoint.

To apply this lens, we began with a map of Chinese investments in the Philippines. To this map, we added a visualization of the commercial shipping lanes flowing through the South China, as well as locations where China is currently constructing artificial islands. Using this new map, we then visualized the various access points to the South China Sea and assessed China’s ability to control them via their established positions in and around the area. Finally, we turned our examination to the various Chinese investments in the Philippines and looked for 1) investments that would support or strengthen existing Chinese positions by virtue of their spatial relation, or 2) investments that would strengthen China’s control over the South China Sea by filling previously uncontrolled access points.\textsuperscript{70} We then defined presence of either of these two conditions as providing a geopolitical advantage to China.

\section{RELATIONAL ANALYSIS OF CHINESE INVESTMENT IN THE PHILIPPINES}

Using relational analysis, this analysis explores a second question, namely, do the personal and/or institutional linkages that arise from Chinese investment in the

\textsuperscript{69} Anonymous comments, lecture as part of Secretary of the Navy Guest Lecture Series, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA, January 2017.

\textsuperscript{70} Doing so requires making the assumption that a Chinese investment or construction project results in a continued presence and/or potential for future presence and influence in that same area. Validity of this assumption is addressed below in the analysis for this section.
Philippines provide channels for Chinese influence on Philippine decision-making? In simple terms, this means identifying and visualizing the connections and relationships among the commercial actors conducting this investment activity. The term actors refers to any entity involved in these investment activities, and based on our data set, includes both Filipino and Chinese individuals, companies, banks, and governmental and non-governmental organizations. The relationships between these actors vary but arise from hierarchical relationships (i.e., parent-subsidiary), current and previous employment relationships, ownership, funding relationships, and past and current business dealings. To make sense of this interconnected web of actors and relationships, we then applied two broad visual analytic techniques. The first is link analysis, which uses nodes and linkages to visually depict the relationships and connections among people, places, and things. The second is social network analysis (SNA), which is a collection of theories and techniques used to understand social structure or the “social space.”

To search for potential channels the Chinese could use to influence Philippine decision-making, we attempt to operationalize a theory posited by Sino-Philippine scholar Aileen Baviera. As one of the only scholars that have studied the effects of Chinese influence on Philippine domestic mediations arising from economic interactions, Baviera posited that Chinese economic power translates to influence via “successful cultivation of allies among members of the Philippine political elite with whom it has shared preferences.”

She has also documented several historical cases in which such cultivation has been successfully orchestrated via reciprocal ties of mutual benefit, corruption, and informal patronage. To operationalize this theory, we make the assumption that Philippine entities (companies, individuals, or organizations) that are highly connected or deeply embedded within this social space of Chinese investment represent potential allies through which Chinese influence could flow.

To look for high connectivity among these actors, we began with a very common social network analysis algorithm: degree centrality. Degree centrality is simply a count of the number of ties an actor has to other actors within the network. The results of this
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metric are commonly interpreted as being a representation or estimation of the actor’s connectedness, power, and/or influence within the network. Eigenvector centrality begins with each actor’s degree centrality score and then weights it based on the degree centrality scores of the actors to whom it is tied. Thus, eigenvector centrality emphasizes to whom a given actor is tied and higher scores are generated when an actor is tied to other actors who are highly connected within the network. For this reason, according to Cunningham, Everton, and Murphy, eigenvector centrality is commonly interpreted as an estimation of the actor’s social capital and indirect influence. Together, these two metrics provide a means for identifying Philippine actors who are highly connected, both directly (degree centrality) and indirectly (eigenvector centrality), within the network and thus could potentially fit Baviera’s description of a cultivated ally.

To look for highly embedded actors, we turned to a third social network analysis metric: local clustering coefficient. This metric measures the density of an actor’s ego network and is best explained using as visualized in Figure 1.

![Ego and Alter Networks](image)

**Figure 1. Ego and Alter Networks**

Actor A (the ego) is connected to Actors B, C, D, and E (the alters) via links shown in black; this is Actor A’s ego network. However, Actors B, C, D, and E may also be connected to one another via links shown in red; this is the alter network. The local
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clustering coefficient for an undirected graph\textsuperscript{75} takes Actor A’s ego network, removes Actor A and all of his or her ties, and then measures the density of the remaining alter network based on the ratio of existing (red solid lines) to all potential (sum of red dashed lines and solid lines) ties amongst the alters.\textsuperscript{76} Thus, a high local clustering coefficient score indicates that a given actor is part of a dense, local grouping or cluster, which we define as being highly embedded.

Finally, building upon the results from the aforementioned SNA metrics, we then used link analysis to examine the nature of the relationships between these highly connected and embedded Philippine and Chinese actors. In this analysis, we assume that a given Philippine actor’s past experience working with Chinese actors and participating in instances of Chinese investment will positively influence the likelihood that that Philippine actor will do so again in the future. Thus, a Philippine individual or company that is connected to a large number of Chinese actors through multiple instances of investment is potentially more likely to act like an ally in future situations based on their shared history of mutual benefit. To identify such Filipino individuals or firms, we relied upon visual inspection of the link diagram generated by our data set and focused on Philippine actors that were 1) directly connected to five or more Chinese actors, and or 2) participated in three or more instances of Chinese investment.\textsuperscript{77} Philippine actors meeting one or both of those criteria were considered as having high potential for being a “cultivated ally,” as described by Baviera.\textsuperscript{78}

\textsuperscript{75} An undirected graph refers to a social network in which the ties between actors are reciprocal, meaning the relationship goes both ways. For example, if Actors A and B are connected via an undirected friendship tie, that means Actor A considers Actor B a friend and vice versa. This is in contrast to a directed graph, which would be composed of non-symmetric, or one way, ties amongst actors. Using a similar example, if Actors A and B are connected via a directed friendship tie that runs from A to B, that means Actor A considers Actor B a friend, but Actor B does not consider Actor A to be a friend.

\textsuperscript{76} Cunningham, Everton, and Murphy, \textit{Understanding Dark Networks}, 100.

\textsuperscript{77} We set the selection criteria at these levels because they represent the upper bounds, or maximums, within our data set.

\textsuperscript{78} Baviera, “The Domestic Mediations.”
F. DATA SOURCES AND COLLECTION

The principal impediment that has stifled empirical research into Chinese ODI at the commercial actor level is primarily a lack of data. China’s Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) is the government organization charged with tracking and maintaining a database of Chinese firms investing outside the PRC. MOFCOM produces monthly and annual reports on this ODI activity and makes them available for public consumption; however, these reports only provide detail down to the country level. It does not disclose the individual firms and deals that make up the aggregate figures. Other statistical databases maintained by the World Bank, International Monetary Fund, and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development that provide information on international foreign direct investment present the same problem, foreign direct investment (FDI) details are only shown in the annual aggregate. This lack of readily available and vetted, firm level data forced us to research, compile, and develop our own data set for use in this analysis. Development of that data set proceeded in two stages.

The first stage focused on erecting the skeleton of the data set, or identifying all of the potential instances of Chinese ODI since 2006. To do this, we drew from four main sources of information. The bulk of the data was supplied by the China Global Investment Tracker, a database of Chinese investment overseas, sponsored by the Heritage Foundation and the American Enterprise Institute, compiled and vetted by Dr. Derek Scissors. This source provided firm level data on all instances of Chinese investment and construction in the Philippines from 2005 to early 2016. The other main source of data was Philippine Trade Secretary Ramon Lopez’s official disclosure of the
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79 We chose to only look at investments going back to 2006 because that is the earliest recorded entry in Derek Scissors’ China Global Investment Tracker, which was the primary data source for our analysis.

deals signed during President Duterte’s official state visit to China in October 2016. The remaining entries to the data set were derived from Dr. Thomas Stern’s working paper on Chinese investment in the Philippines and through personal scouring of Philippine and Chinese news outlets and archives.

The second stage of data collection focused on adding meat to the skeleton. This included confirming each instance of Chinese ODI through multiple sources, compiling metadata on each of the instances, and identifying the Chinese and Philippine commercial actors involved. Our primary source for confirming each instance and compiling metadata was official announcements made by the involved firms (both Chinese and Philippine) found in the news archives of the corporate websites. When no such website existed, the instances were confirmed through archived stories as reported by Philippine news outlets. We then conducted deep dive research into each of the identified commercial actors using the Hoovers and Philippine Stock Exchange databases of company information to parse out parent/subsidiary relationships and identify individuals in corporate leadership positions.

G. DATA STRUCTURE

The resulting data set contains 41 entries, or instances, of Chinese ODI, construction contracting, or service provision in the Philippines. Of these, 12 represent investments and construction projects that are currently underway or complete, five represent transactions that were agreed upon then subsequently cancelled or suspended.

---

81 These deals represent memoranda of understanding, letters of intent, and agreements to conduct feasibility studies between Chinese and Philippine commercial actors. Although they have not resulted in official contracts at the time of this writing, they are included in this study because they are believed to be the opening moves in a flood of future Chinese investment in the Philippines. For a complete list of the deals proposed during the 2016 state visit, see Trade Secretary Ramon Lopez’s disclosure to the Philippine media at Amy R. Remo, “Itemized List of PH Projects Covered by China’s $15-B Investment Pledges to Duterte,” Philippine Daily Inquirer, October 23, 2016, http://business.inquirer.net/217269/itemized-list-ph-projects-covered-chinas-15-b-investment-pledges-duterte.


83 Company profile searches are can be conducted with a paid subscription at http://www.hoovers.com/company-information/company-search.html.

84 The Philippine Stock Exchange provides information on publicly traded companies for free at http://edge.pse.com.ph/.
by either party, and the remaining 25 are future deals agreed to during President Duterte’s state visit to China in October 2016. The deals range in value from 100 million USD to nearly 4 billion USD and cover a time span from December 2006 to December 2016. The commercial actors with identified involvement in these instances include Chinese SOEs and their subsidiaries, Chinese lending institutions, Philippine public and private companies, and Philippine government organizations. For each of the 41 instances of investment, we collected two types of data: geospatial data and relational data.

We collected geospatial data in the form of degrees latitude and longitude on each instance of investment via Google Earth. We focused on the geospatial coordinates of where the investment was planned/implemented rather than where the participating commercial actors were headquartered. For investments where the specific, pinpoint location was not specified yet the general area was known (e.g., Ambuay River Basin), we approximated the location by choosing coordinates in the midpoint of that general area or terrain feature. Using this methodology, we were able to collect geospatial data for 20 of the 41 instances of investment. We did not record geospatial data for 21 of the investments for one of two reasons: 1) the location of the investment has not yet been specified or disclosed (this mainly pertains to the investments recently announced during President Duterte’s state visit to China in 2016), or 2) reducing the investment to a single point on a map was not conducive or feasible (e.g., State Grid Corporation of China’s controlling share investment in the National Grid Corporation of the Philippines or Huawei Technologies’ service provision to Globe Telecom’s entire LTE network).

Relational data for each instance of investment consisted of the relationships or ties that connect the various Chinese and Philippine actors participating in or facilitating each investment. The resulting social network, to which we applied the aforementioned social network analysis metrics, is a one-mode network consisting solely of:

85 We recognize the potential limitations presented by this lack of data; however, for the purposes of exploratory research, we deemed the available data sufficient for making general observations.

86 A one-mode network is a network composed of a single type of entity. In our case, that entity type is organizations. This is in contrast to a two-mode, or multi-mode, network that would consist of two or more types of entities, like organizations and individuals. Most social network analysis software packages are limited to analyzing one-mode networks.
organizations. These organizations include Philippine and Chinese businesses, government agencies, and non-governmental organizations. Ties among these organizations were recorded based on three types of relationships: 1) parent-subsidiary or ownership, 2) participation in the same instance of investment, or 3) corporate interlock wherein two separate companies are linked through a single individual who sits on both companies’ board of directors. Using this methodology, the social network we examined consisted of 147 organizations connected by 215 unweighted and undirected links.\textsuperscript{87}

\textsuperscript{87} Unweighted means that each of the three types of relationships/links were treated as the same value, and no one type was given more importance than the others. Undirected means that the links between organizations were bidirectional or a two-way street.
III. CHINESE STRATEGIC APPROACHES TO THE PHILIPPINES

In 2013, China under the leadership of its new president Xi Jinping launched a bold economic initiative by establishing a new multilateral development institution—the Asian Infrastructure Development Bank (AIIB). Xi argued the AIIB would assist China’s neighbors and developing countries around the world by filling the roughly 1 trillion USD gap in infrastructure financing. This initiative along with others, such as OBOR and the New Silk Road (see Figure 2), represent ambitious, Chinese-led financial and development institutions that have raised concern in Washington regarding Beijing’s increasing regional and global economic influence.88 Some experts and policy makers have made a point of viewing China’s new international economic initiatives under Xi Jinping as constituting a more ambitious approach to its foreign policy. According to Ferchen, they argue that this foreign policy deviates significantly from the low-key framework that has been the norm for the last two decades.89
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Majid posits that China’s Southeast Asian neighbors have also observed this new assertiveness with mixed reactions.\textsuperscript{91} For a region continuing to focus on achieving long-term development and economic advancement for its population, there could certainly be significant financial benefits to partnering with China in these new initiatives. China’s rise as the world’s second largest economy and Southeast Asia’s leading trading partner has led to greater economic interdependence for the region as well as continuing concerns about Beijing’s long-term intentions. Nie proffers that many of these fears are driven by Chinese actions in the South China Sea where the territorial claims of seven countries overlap.\textsuperscript{92}

The Philippines is one example of a country facing the challenge of conflicting interests in its relations with its larger neighbor (China). On the one hand, it wants to take advantage of Chinese investment and trade to spur its own economic development. On the other, it has had a complicated and sometimes unfriendly relationship with China due to tensions over the South China Sea dispute. As Chinese foreign policy arguably transitions from *keeping a low profile* to *striving for achievement*, Xuetong asks, what strategy if any does Beijing utilize when dealing with the Philippines?\textsuperscript{93} This chapter describes two different strategic approaches China uses in its interactions in Southeast Asia and has applied within the context of Sino-Philippine bilateral relations. First, regarding the South China Sea dispute, China aggressively pursued what it sees as its territorial interests in the region regardless of the fallout in Manila or other Southeast Asian capitals. At the same time, Nie notes, China broadcasts clear signals of goodwill and cooperation toward countries in Southeast Asia, including the Philippines, through pledges of joint development, mutual prosperity, and cooperation.\textsuperscript{94}
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These strategies are analyzed over the course of the three most recent Philippine administrations to determine the effectiveness of these strategic approaches. The Aquino administration (2010–2016) provides an example of more aggressive, adversarial Chinese strategy. Aquino, who was in power during the height of tensions over the South China Sea dispute, took a much firmer stance toward Beijing while at the same time renewing security cooperation with the United States. According to Corr and Tacujan, China responded by placing political and economic pressure on the Philippines. The Arroyo (2001–2010) and Duterte (elected in 2016) administrations provide an example of China applying tenets of its peaceful development and good neighbor policies toward relations with the Philippines. Zha asserts that both presidents chose to pursue closer relations with China than had previous Philippine administrations, and Beijing rewarded this with new investments, high level visits, and lucrative trade deals.

A. CHINA’S STRATEGY IN SOUTHEAST ASIA

Due to a long history of political interaction, cultural similarities, and geographic proximity, Southeast Asia holds significance for China. Shirk argues that Beijing focuses more on its relations with countries in the region to “concentrate attention on managing the periphery.” Traditionally, Shirk continues, China has viewed Southeast Asia as falling within its sphere of influence and as a potential “strategic backdoor through which hostile outside power could penetrate and disrupt China’s development.” For several decades, China’s strategy has (and continues to be) focused on improving relations with Southeast Asian countries through mutually beneficial economic development to maintain stability on its periphery.

While China has recently developed closer diplomatic and economic ties with its Southeast Asian neighbors, relations between Beijing and the region have traditionally
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been strained. During the 1960s and 1970s, China under the leadership of Mao Zedong sought to overturn the international system. The country’s population and economy were isolated from outside influence. As Feigenbaum explains, Mao opposed nearly every major global institution and offered a revolutionary anti-capitalist vision as an alternative to the Western dominated global order. Beijing backed up its rhetoric by promoting internal and often violent revolutions against several countries in Southeast Asia, including Malaysia, Cambodia, Indonesia, and the Philippines. This was in spite of Premier Zhou Enlai’s proposed “Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence,” which from a Chinese perspective, was seen as a significant contribution to the establishment of more equitable relations between nations. Because of Beijing’s support for overseas revolution, many in the region viewed China as a threat to be balanced through closer relations with the United States.

By 1979, China, feeling more and more contained by Soviet presence in India and Vietnam as well as U.S. alliances with Japan, Thailand, Philippines, and South Korea, began an extensive effort to improve relations with its neighbors in Southeast Asia. This effort was driven mostly by Beijing’s adoption of new economic reforms and a policy of opening up the country to the world. Ten years prior to the end of the Cold War, Deng Xiaoping believed that for China to achieve significant economic development, the country needed a peaceful and relatively stable international environment. Deng promoted the policy of keeping a low profile in regard to foreign affairs. This strategy became the bedrock of Chinese foreign policy for decades. Under Deng, there was a fundamental shift among the majority of CCP leadership from promoting policies that supported socialist revolutions abroad to improving and stabilizing relationships with governments in the Asia-Pacific region. Whereas its neighbors once feared that China

101 Shirk, *China*, 111.
would export revolution to them, under keeping a low profile, this was soon no longer the case. Shirk notes that by 1991, Beijing had severed all aid to rebel groups.\textsuperscript{102}

As new market-based reforms and increased economic opening produced double-digit GDP growth in China year after year, Beijing began to realize that the country needed to look abroad to meet its insatiable need for energy, raw materials, and agricultural products. This prompted the CCP to officially launch its “Going Out” campaign in 2002. Going Out encouraged and often directed Chinese firms, especially SOEs, to invest overseas. Since this policy was announced, Forney states, there has been a race amongst these firms to buy up foreign assets.\textsuperscript{103} Beijing issued additional guidance regarding Going Out in 2003 when it emphasized acquiring mineral resources. As described by Friedberg, the government used tax incentives and subsidized loans to promote overseas investment by Chinese mining firms.\textsuperscript{104} As Friedberg has also noted, China’s acquisition of natural resources can be organized into three concentric geographic zones. The first zone comprises the area closest to China—its coast and borders, the greater Asian region, and island nations in the Pacific Ocean. As discussed in Friedberg, the oil producing regions of the Middle East and Persian Gulf comprise the second zone, while Africa and the western hemisphere make up the third. China is seeking raw materials and energy in the first and third zones and strictly energy in the second.\textsuperscript{105}

Since Going Out was initiated, the Chinese have secured access to natural resources and energy on a much more global scale. This increased overseas activity, growing economic influence, and rapid Chinese military modernization has given credence to those who advocate the China threat theory. This theory gained popularity among some policy makers in Southeast Asia due to fears that China’s growth and resource acquisition would stifle their own country’s development. For much of the
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decade leading up to 2010, Beijing engaged in what became known as smile diplomacy toward Southeast Asia. This was a multiyear effort to try to convince Southeast Asian countries that China threat theory was inaccurate and exaggerated and China’s rise should be viewed as an opportunity for shared economic growth. Smile diplomacy included investing heavily in strengthening relations with key countries in the region like Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, Thailand, and the Philippines.

To soften its image, China also became a much more active participant in ASEAN. ASEAN itself is a cooperative association of states emphasizing a community building agenda. During the 1998–1999 Asian financial crisis, China boosted its standing within ASEAN after it decided not to devalue its currency—a move that came at a time when other Southeast Asian countries were desperately trying to increase their own exports. Within ASEAN, states still pursue their own interests, but the organization has encouraged significant economic cooperation and greater interdependence among members. China has no problem dealing with economic issues on a bilateral basis or through institutions, such as ASEAN. When it comes to matters of national sovereignty or territorial disputes, however, Beijing insists on working through those issues on a bilateral basis. This has created suspicion that China is trying to divide and conquer by using its asymmetric military and economic advantages to pressure individual countries at the negotiating table.

Since 2011, peaceful development as well as its precursor, ‘peaceful rise’ has formed the core nucleus of Chinese strategy towards the region and the rest of the outside world. In its 2011 white paper on the subject, China’s State Council described the basic tenets of the peaceful development strategy, which emphasized development as the country’s primary economic objective. Peaceful development is based on what Chinese government officials claim is a virtuous cycle—China’s continuing economic
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development is dependent on internal stability and a stable regional and international environment. Chinese economic growth will contribute to regional prosperity, which in turn will support stability. Throughout the white paper, statements such as “win-win,” “mutually beneficial,” and “common development” are used in an effort to influence skeptical neighbors who are suspicious of Chinese intentions.

The implication of peaceful development and the 2011 white paper is that leaders in Beijing clearly want to signal to countries throughout Southeast Asia that the PRC sees its own rise not as zero-sum game, wherein China receives all the benefits of growing economic influence and all others lose. Instead, according to Ferchen, China views its rise as relying on cordial political relations and growing economic interdependence—both of which contribute to the development of the region.111 Despite speculation of shifting foreign policy strategy, the peaceful development framework continues to be relevant under the leadership of Xi Jinping. Xi has not abandoned or altered the core peaceful development policy agenda; instead, through initiatives like AIIB and OBOR, he has expanded it.

Xi Jinping has made deepening the peaceful development framework a key element of his foreign policy agenda. He has promoted the Chinese dream concept, which draws on the strategy’s core principals and language. During a 2014 address at the Central Foreign Affairs meeting in Beijing, Xi argued,

We should seek other countries’ understanding of and support for the Chinese dream, which is about peace, development, cooperation, and win-win outcomes. What we pursue is the wellbeing of both the Chinese people and the people of all other countries.112

Even though China’s relations with countries in Southeast Asia have been the focal point of claims about new PRC assertiveness for a number of reasons, including the South China Sea dispute, Xi continues to emphasize the importance of creating a community of common destiny in China’s neighborhood. As described in a 2014 Xinhua article, this
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idea of community is predicated on the supposed mutual benefits of increasing economic interdependence and Chinese investment in the region.¹¹³

Under Xi Jinping, China has expanded the existing peaceful development concepts through promotion of initiatives and institutions such as AIIB and the OBOR. Chinese led AIIB and OBOR projects are aimed at enabling more Chinese financing and investment in infrastructure projects designed to connect the region further along the so-called New Silk Road. Eventually, the Chinese hope infrastructure projects will connect Southeast Asia to the Middle East, Africa, and ultimately Europe. Through these initiatives, China’s strategy for Southeast Asia becomes clearer. The PRC seeks to promote economic development, especially through regional infrastructure investment with the goal of raising its neighbors’ development forecasts and by extension contributing to peace, stability, and regional security. Even if high-profile national projects, such as AIIB and OBOR, are interpreted as evidence of a new, more assertive Chinese economic diplomacy, leaders in Beijing continue to emphasize the merits of these projects within the peaceful development framework. In the same 2014 statement to the Central Foreign Affairs committee, Xi said, “We have worked hard to creatively pursue China’s diplomacy in both theory and practice, highlight the global significance of the Chinese dream and enrich the strategic thinking of ‘Peaceful Development.’”¹¹⁴

Despite PRC statements of “win-win” and “mutual benefits” of peaceful development, China faces challenges in Southeast Asia toward its economic policies. Many countries in the region with traditionally close economic and political ties to China are reevaluating their relationship with a more assertive Beijing. For instance, Myanmar’s relations with China, once touted as the centerpiece of regional win-win ties, have shifted dramatically following Naypyidaw’s opening and new diplomatic and economic interaction with the United States and Japan. Ferchen observes that in Sri Lanka, investment ties to China are facing increased scrutiny by the new government there due to fears of excessive influence by the PRC in the country.¹¹⁵ Following Chinese
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acquisition of the National Grid Corporation of the Philippines, Roberts reports, the Filipino population shared similar fears of rising Chinese economic influence over the country’s critical infrastructure.\textsuperscript{116} Beijing will have to confront these challenges and ease fears among its Southeast Asian neighbors for it to support expanded economic diplomacy.

Nie explains that while on the one hand Chinese strategy in Southeast Asia centers on promoting mutually beneficial development, increasing economic interdependence and contributions to regional stability, Chinese foreign policy under Xi Jinping has also aggressively pursued territorial interests in the South China Sea.\textsuperscript{117} Xi has moved Chinese foreign policy away from Deng’s strategic policies of keeping a low profile and shelving disputes and joint development and has advocated a new policy of “striving for achievement,” which in addition to pursuing ambitious projects like AIIB and OBOR, stresses protecting national sovereignty.\textsuperscript{118} In a 2016 \textit{New York Times} article, Ives reports, some of Xi’s aggressive South China Sea policy decisions include the May 2014 deployment of a Chinese HYSY-981 drilling platform into Vietnamese claimed economic exclusion zone and the transformation of the seven Spratly atolls under its control into massive artificial islands.\textsuperscript{119} According to Alexander, in a 2015 article for Reuters, recent imagery of these land reclamation projects strongly suggests Beijing is militarizing these islands.\textsuperscript{120} Additionally in January 2013, China refused to participate in the legal case brought against it under the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) by the Philippines. The Philippine government challenged China’s so
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called “nine-dashed line” maritime claim in the South China Sea. *Xinhua* reports that the July 2016 verdict favored the Philippines, and it was immediately rejected by the PRC.121

The United States views Chinese activities in the South China Sea as a threat to freedom of navigation along some of the most critical sea lanes in the world. In an effort to ensure its leadership standing in the region, Washington has committed to confronting China in the South China Sea and pushing back wherever it can. As Nie explains, it has stepped up the number of freedom of navigation operations near Chinese artificial islands and has prioritized closer security cooperation with several Southeast Asian countries including the Philippines, Vietnam, Indonesia, and Singapore.122 These tensions increase the danger of unintended military confrontation between the United States and China (a direct threat to China’s continued economic development), risk isolating China by pushing its neighbors into closer relationships with America, and threatening other Chinese diplomatic efforts in the region, such as OBOR.

There seems to be disagreement within China as to which strategy the country should pursue in Southeast Asia. Some experts, such as Xu Liping, argue that China should prioritize upholding its claims in the South China Sea over other initiatives such as OBOR.123 Wenjaun Nie claims that there is a group of experts who take the opposite view, arguing that OBOR is more important to Chinese interests than the South China Sea and that pursuing aggressive policies toward the dispute endangers economic diplomacy in the region. This second group of experts argues that Chinese policy makers should stabilize the situation in the South China Sea in an effort to lower the risk of military confrontation.124

Ultimately, which strategy guides Chinese policy in Southeast Asia depends on Xi Jinping. Since the PRC is a highly centralized authoritarian system, foreign policy decision-making is crafted at the very highest levels of government. As president of
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China and general secretary of the CCP, Jung-nam explains, Xi is responsible for directing his country’s diplomatic policies and often personally announces important foreign policy decisions. So far, Xi has repeatedly stressed the significance of OBOR. For example, Nie observes, during a speech at the Peripheral Diplomacy Work Conference in 2013, Xi highlighted why he saw OBOR as important. China has used international events, including the 2014 APEC Summit and 2016 G20 Summit, to emphasize its determination to begin implementing OBOR projects. Furthermore, as reported by Xinhua in March 2016, Xi mandated that OBOR be incorporated into China’s national development agenda and the initiative was featured prominently in China’s 13th Five-Year Plan, which is the framework China will use to guide its economic, political, and diplomatic efforts from 2016–2020.

While OBOR is viewed as having increasing national significance, the PRC has been much more ambiguous about the importance of territorial claims in the South China Sea to its overall foreign policy agenda. Under Xi Jinping, the dispute’s significance to Beijing may be diminishing. In a 2010 article, Wong reported that China first identified territorial claims in the South China Sea as “core interests” during a private meeting between U.S. and Chinese officials in 2010. As reported in The Australian, during a 2010 meeting with U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, senior Chinese diplomat Dai Bingguo also described the South China Sea as a core interest. This raised a number of concerns among countries in the region and among U.S. policy makers. Historically as Nie describes, China has only used the characterization of “core interest” when describing Taiwan, Tibet, and Xinjiang. Beijing consistently demonstrated that it was not prepared to compromise its position on core interests and often expressed willingness to
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use force in these instances.\textsuperscript{130} After 2010, Nie explains, Chinese officials backed away from this claim, and following Xi Jinping’s assumption of power, the PRC has not definitively stated if considers the South China Sea to be a core interest.\textsuperscript{131} Taken together, the evidence seems to suggest that China will focus efforts on regional economic development through efforts like OBOR and AIIB while seeking to lessen tensions in the South China Sea through bilateral negotiations. The following section of the chapter examines how the Chinese have applied this regional strategy toward relations with the Philippines.

B. CHINESE STRATEGY IN THE PHILIPPINES

Prior to normalization of relations between China and the Philippines in 1975, Sino-Philippine relations were extremely contentious. Manila recognized the Kuomintang government in Taiwan and considered it a close friend while the PRC was viewed as a threat. Relations between the Philippines and its traditional allies have also faced challenges. Corr and Tacujan describe that since the 1986 People Power Revolution, which removed President Ferdinand Marcos from power and restored democracy, the Philippines’ alliance with the United States and its relations with Japan and other ASEAN countries have encountered fractious disagreements.\textsuperscript{132} At the same time, bilateral relations between Manila and Beijing have slowly improved. China increased its political influence in the Philippines through aggressive action in the South China Sea while also expanding economic interdependence between the two countries.

China applies similar strategies toward the Philippines as it does with other Southeast Asian countries. When it can, Beijing emphasizes its good neighbor policy through its preference of using carrots to influence behavior. Typically, this includes offers to finance development projects and technical cooperation all aimed at rewarding policy that aligns with Chinese interests. Conversely, China has been much more aggressive over maritime claims. It has placed political and economic pressure on the
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Philippine government while consistently demanding negotiation over the South China Sea dispute be conducted on a bilateral basis. Which approach China takes largely depends on how it perceives Philippine government actions. For instance, China rewarded the Arroyo and Duterte administrations after each implemented more pro-China policies; however, it punished the Aquino administration when his government pivoted toward the United States and took a much firmer stance toward Beijing over maritime disputes. The next portion of the chapter explores how Chinese strategy toward the Philippines shifted based on the characteristics of the last three Philippine presidential administrations—Gloria Arroyo, Benigno Aquino, and Rodrigo Duterte. It also describes what tactics China has used to either reward or punish Philippine policy.

C. SINO-PHILIPPINE CONFRONTATION DURING THE AQUINO ADMINISTRATION

Much of the Philippine policy that China has sought to punish has been focused on maritime territorial disputes around the Spratly Islands and other island groupings in the South China Sea. The South China Sea dispute is not new phenomenon but has been at the center of Sino-Philippine relations for several decades. Mingliang writes that in 1970, under the Marcos administration, Manila began asserting its territorial claims in the region by sending its military to occupy some islands in the South China Sea. In 1995, China stepped up military activities in the Spratly Islands by building military structures on the Philippine-claimed Mischief Reef. Baviera asserts that the Philippines viewed Chinese territorial claims as excessive, and these claims cast doubt on Beijing’s assurances of being a benign, non-expansionist state. Also according to Baviera, China’s rising economic power, coupled with the territorial dispute, concerned Filipino policy makers who saw some sectors of their economy as being negatively affected by this rise.
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As a result of China’s more aggressive action in the region, the Philippines adopted a hedging strategy by strengthening its security ties with the United States and Japan. During the height of Sino-Philippine tensions in 2012, according to a 2012 Asian Survey article, the Aquino administration raised the prospect of invoking the 1951 Philippines-United States Mutual Defense Treaty if there were military clashes in the Spratlys. Aquino pursued a proactive foreign policy centered on promoting the Philippine’s maritime interests and territorial rights in the South China Sea. In January 2012, the Philippine government announced that it would likely grant the U.S. military greater access to facilities in the Philippines, such as Subic Bay and Clark Air Field, for logistical support and repair activities. Manila has also sought military support from Japan. Both countries signed the Statement of Intent of the Greater Defense Cooperation Agreement in 2012, which according to an article by Amurao, provided 12 patrol boats to the Philippine Coast Guard as well as the transfer of two larger vessels.

Under President Aquino, the Philippines mounted a major challenge to China by filing a case at the Permanent Count of Arbitration in which it sought affirmation of its claims in the South China Sea. The case also sought to invalidate China’s large claim indicated by the Nine-Dash Line. These actions incensed Beijing and caused it take several measures to punish the Philippines. For instance in 2013, Majid explains, President Aquino was unable to attend an important trade exposition in China because, according to Filipino officials, conditions were attached to the visit, including dropping the Philippines’ arbitration case. This rebuffing by China was an embarrassment to the Aquino government.

Growing economic ties between the two countries has created opportunity for China to use its economic influence in the Philippines to achieve foreign policy objectives. As reported by Corr and Tacujan, China is now the Philippines’ largest trade partner.
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trading partner with trade reaching 36 billion USD in 2012. The Chinese market is extremely important to Filipino exporters. In 2012, 21 percent of Philippine exports went to China, 19 percent to Japan, and 12 percent to the United States. Through Philippine exporters, Corr and Tacujan posit, China now has more economic influence in the country. In 2012, China used this leverage to push back against Aquino administration policy during the height of tensions over the South China Sea in a number of ways. As the fourth largest source of tourism to the Philippines, Bodeen states, Chinese travel agencies issued a travel advisory and suspended tours while Chinese airlines simultaneously reduced the number of flights into the country. In May 2012, China banned many fruit imports from the Philippines. Higgins reported in 2012, that over 1,200 shipping containers of bananas were left to rot in Chinese ports over “quarantine concerns.” In addition, as Higgins notes in a 2012 article, a lack of Chinese buyers led to massive layoffs affecting almost 200,000 Filipino workers. China also subjected pineapples from the Philippines to increased inspections, slowing down the product’s entry into the Chinese market. In another incident, the Chinese Coast Guard enforced a ban on fishing near Scarborough Shoal by chasing away Filipino fishermen with water cannons. The ban has endangered the livelihoods of some 4,000 Masinloc-based fishermen, who were forced to fish in nearby municipal waters and compete with others over a dwindling catch. Finally, when Xi Jinping announced the ambitious OBOR and accompanying Maritime Silk Road projects in 2013, the Philippines was not invited to participate—denying Manila access to potentially large sources of new economic investment and infrastructure construction.
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The objective of these Chinese tactics was to pressure the Philippines’ democratically elected officials to change their policies in the South China Sea by hurting key blocks of constituents. Chinese tactics had mixed results. In terms of economic effect, the tourist advisory and banana restrictions were low-cost ways for China to put pressure on the Philippines. Filipino business leaders became apprehensive and asked government officials to quickly reduce tensions with China.\textsuperscript{146} Beijing’s punishment strategy achieved success in that it still controls access to the Scarborough Shoal, which it did not before the standoff.\textsuperscript{147} Chinese strategy was not successful in that it strengthened domestic support for Aquino administration. The Filipino public rallied around President Aquino in the face of Chinese bullying and offered support toward strengthening the country’s security cooperation with the United States.\textsuperscript{148}

D. SINO-PHILIPPINE COOPERATION DURING THE ARROYO AND DUTERTE ADMINISTRATIONS

While Chinese actions taken during the Aquino administration offer clear evidence of a strategy to use its economic and political influence to pressure Manila into adopting policies that are more to China’s liking, it is not the only strategy Beijing applies in its relations with the Philippines. China has also attempted to co-opt the Philippines under peaceful development, the good neighbor policy, and more recently, through the strategy of “striving towards achievement” with its attached economic initiatives of AIIB and OBOR. China has consistently used economic incentives to try to increase interdependency between the two countries and reward Philippine behavior that aligns with Chinese goals.

The golden age of China’s good neighbor policy toward the Philippines took place during the Arroyo administration. In 2004, President Arroyo made a state visit to


China where she and Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao agreed to conduct joint maritime resource exploration instead of focusing on regional territorial disputes.149 As Zhao discusses, this was a departure from the policy of Arroyo’s predecessor, President Fidel Ramos, who took a strong anti-China position over the Spratly dispute.150 In his 2012 article, Zhao notes that Arroyo and Wen also agreed to expand security cooperation, including search and rescue, disaster mitigation, and joint training exercises. Significantly, they seriously considered joint exploration in the South China Sea when the Philippines National Oil Company and Chinese National Offshore Oil Company signed an agreement to conduct joint seismic studies in the area.151 After 2005, Sino-Philippine relations continued to improve through increased security cooperation and frequent high-level visits and exchanges. During the Arroyo administration, the Philippines also strengthened its economic ties to China.152 The two nations agreed to a series of infrastructure projects, most of which were financed through Chinese development assistance programs. These included the 503 million USD North Luzon Railway project and 329.5 million USD for a Philippine government initiative to establish a national broadband network.153 As Miriam Grace Go notes in her 2008 article, “Arroyo visited China nine times between 2001 and 2009 and signed 65 bilateral agreements with China,” far more than any of her predecessors.154

China has reapplied the tenets of PD and the good neighbor policy under the current Philippine administration. This is mostly because Philippine foreign policy under President Rodrigo Duterte has been a near reversal from that of the Aquino administration. Duterte has already signaled his intent to improve bilateral relations with China while using extremely critical rhetoric towards the United States. There are several
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key pieces of evidence that suggest the Philippines will now try to take advantage of Xi Jinping’s economic initiatives like OBOR at the expense of its territorial claims in the South China Sea. First is Manila’s muted response to the Arbitral Tribunal award. In July 2016, the tribunal decisively declared, “China’s Nine-Dash Line claim had no basis in international law and was incompatible with UNCLOS.”\textsuperscript{155} Bautista argues this represented an important moral victory for the Philippines;\textsuperscript{156} however, not surprisingly, China refused to recognize the findings. While there was initially hope that this victory would encourage the Philippines to call on other nations to enforce the ruling and pressure China to reverse course in the South China Sea, the Duterte administration took the opposite approach. After the verdict was announced, Philippine Foreign Affairs Secretary Perfecto Yasay called for “restraint and sobriety,” falling in line with the president’s policy of “no taunt, no flaunt.”\textsuperscript{157} Esmaquel II believes that the Philippine government carefully crafted its messaging to lessen the blow of a ruling against China.\textsuperscript{158} As discussed in a 2016 article in the \textit{Official Gazette}, Duterte also abandoned the previously dominant narrative of characterizing Chinese aggressive action in the South China Sea as evidence of Chinese hegemonic expansionism. Instead, he favors direct negotiation with China, and there is evidence to suggest that he might be open to setting aside territorial disputes if the PRC provides economic incentives.\textsuperscript{159}

The Philippines’ new foreign policy direction dovetails nicely with PRC narratives of the mutual benefits of peaceful development as well as Xi’s policy of “striving for achievement.” When OBOR and Maritime Silk Road were unveiled in 2013,
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the Philippines was excluded due to tensions in the South China Sea. Duterte’s pro-China shift has led Beijing to invite the Philippines to join the initiative. In a December 2016 interview, Chinese academic Song Qingrun stated,

Now your president has friendly relations with China. During President Duterte’s visit to China, the two presidents agreed for more cooperation, and for joining the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road. This is a very good and important step for our country (China) to expand coverage.160

During his first state visit to China in October 2016, Duterte signed several deals resulting in new investment and financing agreements. These agreements totaled 24 billion USD across various industries, “including manufacturing, agribusiness, trade, finance, hotels, telecommunications, tourism, transportation, and infrastructure.”161 Romero and Mercurio reported in 2016 that the Philippine government expects that by 2021, these agreements would have eventually translated into the creation of at least two million Philippine jobs.162 Following Duterte state visit, China also stopped barring Filipino fishermen from operating around the Scarborough Shoal.163 This was a significant political victory for the Filipino president. Commenting on this development, Alexander Huang strategic studies professor at Tamkang University in Taiwan stated,

The Chinese are investing heavily in providing aid, economic support, and infrastructure investment. They are trying to show on one hand China’s strength in doing so and on the second to dissuade other countries from disputing China over the South China Sea.164

All of these agreements and promises of new economic investment demonstrate Beijing’s propensity to reward friendly Philippine administrations, like those of Presidents Arroyo
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and Duterte, when their foreign policy aligns with the China’s interests. As these examples illustrate, China uses multiple economic and political tools, including leveraging ODI, trade, and inclusion in ambitious national projects, such as OBOR, to encourage the Philippines to adopt pro-Chinese policies.

For the most of their diplomatic relationship since 1975, China considered the Philippines as merely peripheral to its overall interests in Southeast Asia. Historically, recognizing there was some commodity exchanges between the two countries, the Philippines existed largely outside China’s trade interests. Now, however, China is working to increase its economic and political influence in the Philippines. Its strategy toward the Philippines is mostly consistent with the strategy Beijing applies to the Southeast Asian region as a whole—it aggressively pursues its territorial interests in the South China Sea while also broadcasting clear signals of goodwill and cooperation through pledges of joint development and mutual prosperity. China has applied tactics to punish Philippine resistance to Chinese actions in the South China Sea as evidenced by the pressure applied to the Aquino administration. Conversely, when Philippine administrations adopted pro-Chinese foreign policy positions, Beijing has offered economic benefits under the peaceful development policy and striving for achievement. Since his inauguration in June 2016, it seems that President Duterte is following former President Gloria Arroyo’s example by taking a softer position on the South China Sea dispute and instead is pursuing closer political and economic ties with its larger neighbor. Much more time is needed before concluding whether this strategy leads to greater Chinese investment, trade, and more importantly, greater prosperity for the Filipino people.

---

IV. UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS OF CHINESE CAPITAL FLOWS

When discussing the topic of Chinese international investment, especially as it pertains to Chinese acquisitions of companies working in sensitive or strategic industries, scholars inevitably wrestle with the question of who exactly is sitting in the driver’s seat, the Chinese state (as represented by the CCP and all of its institutions) or the Chinese company? While the concepts of economic nationalism and multinational corporations working toward a common national interest are not new, China’s ability to motivate, direct, and to some extent control the foreign investment activity of its commercial actors over the past 15 years has been without precedent. Underpinning this capability is a policy framework emanating from various CCP agencies that emerged shortly after China adopted the Going Out strategy and has evolved to keep pace with China’s increasingly active commercial actors. This chapter examines the significant aspects of that policy framework and highlights those mechanisms that support/allow for Chinese state control over its commercial actors’ foreign investment activity. Understanding how these mechanisms of direction and control function is critical to interpreting the significance of various Chinese investments in the Philippines, which is introduced in the following chapter.

Numerous scholars have sought to classify the rationale and motivations behind Chinese firms operating and/or investing overseas. From their work, it is possible to see a general consensus in the field that Chinese firms are internally and externally motivated to operate overseas as to achieve the following five objectives:

1. Obtain natural resources, raw materials, and manufacturing inputs.
2. Open and access new, unsaturated markets for Chinese goods and labor.
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3. Acquire strategic assets like advanced technologies, brands, and expertise.
4. Diversify their operations and build “national champion” brand recognition and market share.
5. Attain greater efficiency and/or overcome trade barriers.

However, these Chinese-specific motivations are virtually identical to what J. H. Dunning proposed as far back as 1977, upon which general FDI theory has been built. So if Chinese firms are pursuing virtually the same objectives through FDI that firms from every other country are, what makes Chinese investment uniquely concerning for some host countries? The difference appears to be in the perception that Chinese firms are not acting independently in pursuit of these objectives; rather, the motivations of the firms are intertwined with and heavily influenced by the Chinese state. This perception is supported by two well documented facts discussed below: 1) the Chinese government actively directs and incentivizes overseas economic activity, and 2) there is a high degree of connectivity between the CCP and the corporate leadership of the SOEs that do the bulk of this overseas investment.

A. REGULATORY FRAMEWORK AND STATE GUIDANCE

Since 1999, China has a built a large state apparatus and regulatory framework to support the overseas activity of its public and private firms in order to nurture their global competitiveness and ensure that such activity contributes to the country’s national development and foreign policy agendas.168 Within this apparatus, there are several elements worth highlighting to demonstrate how involved the Chinese state is with the overseas activities of its commercial firms.

1. State Guidance

Chinese firms are provided with state guidance on what countries and sectors to invest in. In July 2004, China’s National Development and Reform Commission
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(NDRC), in concert with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MOFA) and Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM), issued a *Guidance Catalog on Countries and Industries for Overseas Investment*. Like its name suggests, this document provides clear guidance on the national priorities for overseas investment and even promises preferential treatment (financial, insurance, tax, customs, etc.) for any enterprise complying with the catalog.¹⁶⁹ This list of priorities was later updated with a subsequent releases in October 2005 and January 2007. Additionally, MOFCOM, NDRC, and MOFA began publishing an annual *OFDI Guidebook of Countries for International Investment and Cooperation* in 2008 that highlights host country development priorities and incentive programs in order to further facilitate ODI flows.¹⁷⁰

2. **Preferential Treatment**

Chinese firms that invest or operate overseas can qualify for preferential loans, subsidies, tax credits, and insurance. In 2003, in concert with the NDRC, the Export-Import Bank of China (EXIM Bank) established a special funding line to provide preferential loans for Chinese firms investing overseas. From 2007 to 2011, the State Administration of Taxation rolled out a series of policies to provide tax deductions and exemptions in support of the Going Out strategy. Then, in 2012, the MOF and MOFCOM established a special fund to provide direct subsidies to qualifying overseas investments. Finally, Chinese firms are also able to obtain additional protection for their investments overseas through the China Export and Credit Insurance Corporation (SINOSURE), a state funded and policy oriented insurance company.¹⁷¹ The sum total of these incentives serve to provide Chinese firms with a competitive advantage when attempting to invest or bid on projects overseas.


¹⁷¹ Ibid., 152–153.
3. Central Approvals Process

There is a complex, central approvals process governing overseas investment. The regulatory guidance pertaining to central government approval of overseas investment has evolved greatly over the past 15 years. While many of the changes have sought to simplify and streamline the approvals process, under the current policy the NDRC and MOFCOM both retain the authority to approve investments greater than 300 million USD in natural resources and 100 million USD in other sectors. While unwieldy and potentially unsustainable, this process does give the central government the ability to direct Chinese investment into countries and sectors areas that it considers a priority.172

4. Foreign Aid

China’s foreign aid/assistance programs facilitate opportunities for overseas expansion and contracting. A unique and well documented aspect of Chinese foreign aid/economic assistance is that such deals often stipulate that a bulk of the loaned money be spent on Chinese labor and materials.173 This allows Chinese firms the opportunity to expand their operations overseas through the preferential awarding of construction contracts under the auspices of China’s foreign aid programs.174

B. THE CHINESE COMMUNIST PARTY AND STATE-OWNED ENTERPRISES

The second potentially disturbing aspect of Chinese economic activity overseas is the high degree of connectivity between the CCP and the leadership of the SOEs that do the bulk of this activity. This is worrisome for two reasons. First, the direct line of control from the CCP to the SOE leadership calls into question the independence of the commercial actor and thereby implicitly taints their commercial activities with the perception of statecraft. Second, through their participation and membership in the
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Communist Party, SOE executives can accumulate significant *guanxi*, or political connections, that be used to influence foreign policy vis-à-vis countries in which these SOEs are operating. Significant aspects of this CCP-SOE connectivity are highlighted below.

1. **Parallel CCP Structure**

   Every SOE has a CCP authority structure parallel to the board of directors. This alternative structure is called the Party Committee and is headed by a party secretary. Occasionally, the party secretary and party committee members also serve as the chair or directors of the board; however, where this overlap does not occur the real power flows through the party structure, not the board. Furthermore, as Wood and Brown note, SOE managers are more beholden to this party structure than they are to the interests of shareholders.\(^\text{175}\)

2. **CCP Appointment**

   The CCP Central Organization Department directly appoints the executives of all ministry-level SOEs, which are then confirmed/approved by the CCP Central Committee.\(^\text{176}\) It has also been noted that many SOE leaders also hold concurrent ministerial or vice-ministerial rank and even serve as alternate members of the CCP Central Committee,\(^\text{177}\) which is basically an enlarged board of directors for the entire Chinese Communist Party.

3. **CCP Advancement**

   Serving in SOE leadership positions is a stepping stone for advancement within the CCP. As a result of China’s commitment to transforming its best SOEs into “national champions,” the top leadership spots within these SOEs have become prestigious
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\(^\text{175}\) Wood and Brown, *China ODI*, 31.

\(^\text{176}\) Klinck, *The Strategic Implications*, 11.

stepping stone positions for rising stars within the CCP. The international experience, political connections, and business savviness these executives possess make them increasingly more attractive recruits for the next wave of CCP leadership.

4. **SOE Leadership and Foreign Policy**

SOE leaders are members of official foreign policy decision-making bodies. Due to their technical expertise and experience in international business dealings, senior SOE executives are often called to consult on foreign policy deliberations, allowing them to exert limited influence on these foreign policy decisions. This chapter began with a question regarding who is really driving Chinese foreign investment activity: the Chinese state or the Chinese company. As this chapter is shown, the answer is a little of both. While it would be wrong to assume the CCP Politburo is behind every takeover of a foreign company, it would be equally wrong to assume Chinese companies are exhibiting purely profit-seeking behavior is a laissez-faire political economy. Rather, the reader should acknowledge that the Chinese government 1) has policies in place that allow it to motivate, direct, and underwrite foreign investment by its commercial actors, 2) has built a CCP presence into the organizational structure of its SOEs, and 3) is able to exploit the conditions set by the previous two to control the activities of its commercial actors when there is unity amongst the various CCP bureaucracies. The implication of acknowledging these facts then requires that each foreign investment be viewed from two points of view, that of the Chinese commercial actor and that of the Chinese state, in order to grasp the full economic and geopolitical effects of a given investment.

---
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V. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF CHINESE INVESTMENT IN THE PHILIPPINES

This chapter begins our empirical analysis of Chinese investment in the Philippines by examining the 41 instances of investment included in our dataset. As noted in the methodology section, we have classified each of the instances of investment into one of three categories (outward direct investment, international construction contracting, or international service provision), which represent the three prongs of China’s Going Out strategy. We examine each of these three categories in detail then address the question of whether or not these investments are truly win-win for both China and the Philippines. Finally, we examine the five instances of failed investment in our dataset and hypothesize what they potentially say about Chinese state control over the actions of its commercial actors.

A. CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTING AND INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS

The majority of Chinese investment in the Philippines has consisted of construction contracting and infrastructure projects. According to the dataset, from 2007 to 2016, Chinese firms engaged in eight large-scale construction contracting projects in the Philippines, representing 72 percent of the documented Chinese economic activity in the Philippines during that period. These projects ranged in value from 94 million USD to 1.4 billion USD and resulted in an aggregate value of 4.666 billion USD. It is interesting to note that these eight projects focused exclusively on the energy and utility sectors. Chinese firms built or upgraded five coal burning power plants, constructed one hydroelectric plant, repaired and upgraded the water transmission system from Angat dam to Metro Manila, and constructed a dam on the Agno River for agricultural irrigation. As discussed in further detail below, each of these projects were executed by subsidiaries of China’s largest SOEs.

Although it is extremely difficult to accurately classify the recently publicized deals announced during President Duterte’s state visit to China in October 2016, it appears as though at least 15 of them are construction contracting and/or infrastructure
development pledges. In contrast to previous construction projects executed by Chinese firms in the Philippines, only two of these proposed deals are in the energy sector: one hydroelectric plant and a biomass power generation plant. Instead, the remainder of the proposed deals focus on transportation infrastructure including rail, bus, roads, bridges, and multiple port development projects. This could represent a shift in development priorities for both countries and certainly supports China’s OBOR initiative to promote regional connectivity through development of transportation related infrastructure.\footnote{Derek Scissors, “Record Chinese Outward Investment in 2016: Don’t Overreact,” American Enterprise Institute, January 2017, https://www.aei.org/publication/record-chinese-outward-investment-in-2016-dont-overreact/} 

It is in this realm of construction contracting where it becomes difficult to separate China’s foreign aid and government-sponsored investment programs from the purely commercial operations of its state owned enterprises. At least two of the already completed construction projects (Agno River dam/irrigation project and the Manila waterworks project) were both funded via concessional loans from the Export-Import Bank of China, making them instances of official development assistance. Likewise, to facilitate the multitude of proposed deals resulting from the 2016 state visit, China pledged 9 billion USD in “soft loans” from an unspecified combination of its banks. This source of the funding is important because Chinese aid typically comes with a stipulation that a bulk of the loaned money be spent on Chinese materials and labor—all but guaranteeing that a Chinese firm wins the bid for the project.\footnote{Saunders, China’s Global Activism, 12.} Thus, these foreign aid deals not only increase China’s diplomatic leverage within the host country, but they also create a steady supply of overseas opportunities for China’s commercial actors.\footnote{Reilly, China’s Economic Statecraft, 6.}

B. DIRECT INVESTMENT: MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS

There have been few documented cases of Chinese companies merging with, acquiring, or partnering with Philippine firms. While data on Chinese outward direct investment can be found in the aggregate, pinpointing the individual deals and commercial actors that comprise that aggregate is extremely difficult. Within our dataset,
there have only been two documented cases of successful Chinese acquisition of Philippine companies and three failed attempts. The most notorious case was the 2007 State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC) 1.58 billion USD joint venture with Philippine partners Monte Oro Grid Resources Corporation and Calaca High Power Corporation that resulted in SGCC owning 40 percent of the newly formed National Grid Corporation of the Philippines (NGCP), as seen in Figure 3.\textsuperscript{186}

![NGCP Stock Ownership (2007)](image)

Figure 3. NGCP Ownership Percentages in 2007

The second successful case occurred in 2010 when China-ASEAN Marine BV secured a “controlling stake” in Philippine shipping and ferry operator Negros Navigation Co., now known as the 2Go Group. China-ASEAN Marine BV is a wholly owned unit of the China-ASEAN Investment Cooperation Fund, a private equity fund launched by the Export-Import Bank of China.\textsuperscript{187}

Both of these acquisitions are seen as being potentially sensitive due to the fact that they resulted in Chinese control of assets relevant to national security. In 2012, Philippines Interior and Local Government Secretary Manuel Roxas II, citing security


concerns, called on China to turn over control of NGCP to Filipinos. Likewise in 2015, Senator Miriam Defensor-Santiago likened SGCC’s 40 percent stake in NGCP to an invasion of the Philippine power sector and claimed NGCP had been “infected by a security virus.” In response to these concerns, the Aquino government ended the technical involvement of Chinese technicians in NGCP operations. However, Dr. Tom Stern posits that there is “no doubt that Chinese technicians inserted remote control devices and software through the entire Philippines national power grid before they were instructed to leave the country.” Despite the end to their technical involvement in NGCP, the State Grid Corporation of China still retains its 40 percent stake in the company.

As previously noted, the proposed deals resulting from the 2016 state visit are difficult to classify; however, it appears, based on language, that there are around eight joint ventures that fit the description of Chinese outward direct investment. Only two of these proposed deals contain any type of detailed information regarding the joint venture. The first is a deal between Suli Cable International Ltd (HK), a subsidiary of Chinese state owned Tianjin Suli Cable Group Ltd, and MVP Global Infrastructure Group for a 3 billion USD cable manufacturing enterprise in which the Chinese firm would own a 70 percent stake. The second is a 168 million USD joint venture between Jiangsu Hongqi Seed Company Ltd and Philippine SL Agritech Group for hybrid rice seed production in which the Chinese firm would own a 50 percent stake. Other deals with unspecified terms include joint ventures for hotel development, a banana plantation, a bus
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manufacturing facility, a steel rebar manufacturing facility, and renewable energy development.193

There are several key points to take away from this portion of exploratory analysis. First, unlike Chinese investments in other developing economies (especially Africa), the documented Chinese investments in the Philippines have not targeted the acquisition of raw materials, despite the existence of extensive oil, mineral, and rubber reserves in the country. Second, whereas previous investments targeted strategic assets, namely the Philippine power and shipping sectors, the most recent round of proposed investments are much more diverse. This is likely a byproduct of the heightened Philippine sensitivity to Chinese investment resulting from the contentious NGCP, ZTE, and Northrail deals194 and the increasingly suspicious and critical lens through which the Philippine government and people have viewed Chinese investments ever since. Finally, the sheer lack of documented instances of Chinese firms merging with or acquiring Philippine companies suggests that these types of direct investments are not the main driver of the aggregate figures on Chinese foreign direct investment in the Philippines. Rather, it is likely that the bulk of those aggregate figures result from the reinvestment of retained earnings of small to medium Chinese firms already operating in the Philippines and by small stock investments in public Philippine companies made by Chinese entities like private investors, the China Investment Corporation (CIC), and/or SAFE.195

C. INTERNATIONAL SERVICE PROVISION

According to the dataset, there has only been one documented instance and two proposed deals involving service provision (excluding construction contracting services) from a Chinese firm in the Philippines. In each of those cases, the service provided was in
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the internet and telecommunications sector. The sole successful instance of service provision occurred in February 2012 when Globe Telecom awarded a 700 million USD contract to private Chinese firm Huawei Technologies Co. Ltd and Alcatel-Lucent Shanghai Bell Co. Ltd. The contract, completed in February 2014, entailed modernization of the Globe network to include expanded 3G, 4G, and LTE capability.\(^{196}\) Likely due to this successful interaction, one of the proposed deals inked during the 2016 state visit is another Globe Telecom contract with an unspecified Chinese firm for further network improvements. The second proposed deal also involves Huawei, which is currently conducting a feasibility study to provide the Bases and Conversion Development Authority (BCDA) with an information technology command center, creation of a government intranet, and digital railway system controls under the Safe City initiative.\(^{197}\) If the study proves feasible and Huawei is awarded the contract for implementation, this could raise some red flags concerning national security, similar to those noted above concerning Chinese involvement in the power sector. However, unlike the SGCC, Huawei is a private firm with much less direct ties to the Chinese government and CCP, making the assertion of Chinese state control over a Philippine asset relevant to national security much more difficult to infer.

D. CHINESE COMMERCIAL ACTORS: STATE OWNED OR PRIVATE

The vast majority of Chinese economic activity in the Philippines can be traced back to Chinese state owned parent companies. Of the 11 documented cases of successful direct investment, construction, or service provision in the dataset, 10 were executed by subsidiaries of China’s SOEs. Huawei Technologies was the only private Chinese firm in the dataset with documented business dealings in the Philippines. These 10 SOEs are among China’s most largest and recognized companies and include: State Grid Corporation of China (SGCC), Sinomach, China Three Gorges Corporation (CTG), Export-Import Bank of China (ExIm Bank), China Gezhouba Group (CGGC), China


Energy Engineering (CEEC), Power Construction Corporation of China (PCCC) and
China Communications Construction Company (CCCC). Similarly, all five of the failed
transactions in our dataset can also be linked back to SOEs: Jinchuan Nonferrous Metals
Corporation, Zhuhai Port Holdings Group, ZTE Corporation, Zijin Mining Group, and
Sinomach.

China’s SOEs are also heavily involved in the numerous deals proposed during
the 2016 state visit. Chief among them is the CCCC, which is behind at least six of the
proposed deals through a variety of its subsidiaries. The PCCC is also deeply involved
with at least four proposed deals, also through subsidiaries. Other SOEs connected to
these proposed deals include Sinomach, Tianjin Suli Cable Group, and China Railway
Engineering (CREC).

This SOE domination of economic activity in the Philippines is important to note
for at least three reasons. First, it conforms to the global norm of state owned enterprises
being the primary implementers of and driving force behind China’s Going Out strategy.
Furthermore, the Philippines case supports the accepted literature on the motivations for
these SOEs to expand overseas; namely, the SOEs have widened Chinese access to the
Philippine economy, used construction projects as an additional market for Chinese labor,
targeted strategic assets in the Philippine power and shipping sectors, and generated more
international brand visibility and market dominance as “national champions.”

Second, since the SOEs operating in the Philippines are among some of China’s
largest and centrally controlled SOEs, the executives of those SOEs hold vice-ministerial
or department level rank in the CCP. Despite the organizational distance from these
executives to operations within the Philippines (through many layers of governmental
bureaucracy and parent-subsidiary relationships), the Philippines and many other
recipients of China’s economic assistance are still leery about this CCP connection.

Finally, several of the SOEs operating in the Philippines have tainted reputations,
both internationally and in the Philippines. Of particular note is CCCC, the Chinese firm
behind six of the recently proposed investment deals. The CCCC and all of its
subsidiaries were blacklisted in 2011 by the World Bank for fraudulent business
practices, and these sanctions were only recently lifted in January 2017. Furthermore, CCCC Dredging Company, a subsidiary of CCCC, is part of two proposed deals to develop ports in Cebu and Davao, Philippines. Yet according to IHS Janes Defense Weekly, CCCC Dredging ships were captured in surveillance photos at one of the artificial islands China is currently building in the Spratly Islands, over which China and the Philippines have an ongoing maritime dispute. The idea of providing business to a Chinese firm that was potentially involved in the most divisive bilateral issue between the Philippines and China should give Filipino lawmakers pause.

E. CHINESE INVESTMENT AND PHILIPPINE DEVELOPMENT PRIORITIES

Central to China’s peaceful rise narrative is the alleged claim that China’s economic interactions with its Asian neighbors are win-win. One way China has backed up this claim is by disseminating its annual OFDI Guidebook of Countries for International Investment and Cooperation, which highlights host country development priorities and incentive programs to guide Chinese economic activity abroad. Similarly, China has focused on prioritizing recipient countries’ needs in its foreign aid and economic assistance programs, especially in the infrastructure realm, which other traditional aid agencies have increasingly ignored in favor of social development programs. In the case of the Philippines, this claim of win-win engagement does appear true as evidenced by the extent to which Chinese investments and projects have catered to Government of the Philippines (GoPH) national development plans and priorities.
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The two GoPH development plans relevant to the entries in our dataset are the *Medium Term Philippine Development Plan 2004–2010* and the *Philippine Development Plan 2011–2016*. Cross referencing each instance of Chinese investment, construction, or service provision (whether executed or failed) from 2004–2016 against the development priorities and government initiatives contained in these two plans reveals that 14 of 16 instances catered to the host country’s needs. Of the two that did not, one was the acquisition of Negros Navigation, which contributed nothing by way of development. The other was the 2009 construction of the Mariveles coal-fired power plant, which was discounted because no direct reference to increasing power generation in Luzon could be found in the corresponding national development plan. Similarly, if the deals proposed during the October 2016 state visit can be assumed to correspond with the *Philippine Development Plan 2011–2016*, then 22 of the 25 deals can be directly linked to national development priorities and initiatives. The remaining three deals were discounted due to a lack of information.

**F. CANCELLED INVESTMENTS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS**

It is commonly assumed that Chinese companies going abroad to acquire natural resources have been sent forth under state direction and with full state support. Yet, two failed acquisitions of mineral resources in the Philippines tell a different story. In 2006, Shanghai Baosteel Group Corporation in collaboration with Jinchuan Nonferrous Metals Corporation began pursuing a 950 million USD joint venture with Philnico Industrial Corporation to reopen the Nonoc Nickel Mine. The deal eventually fell through allegedly due to the Chinese government’s concerns over Filipino criticism of its role in the Northrail project, another failed transaction covered below. Later, in 2010 the Zijin Mining Group was close to acquiring Indophil Resources’ 34 percent stake in the Tamapakan Mine, a gold and copper mine in the southern Philippines worth 5.2 billion dollars.
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USD. The deal fell apart in 2010 after Zijin experienced long delays in securing the requisite Chinese provincial government approvals for the investment. In both of these instances, it was the Chinese business entity that initiated cancellation of the project, and it did so because of failures emanating from the central government.

The other three failed investment transactions in our dataset were cancelled by the Philippine business entity, yet still show an unwillingness or inability of the Chinese government to manage the political effects of its (failed) economic engagement. The first and most notorious is ZTE failed bid in 2007 to build a national broadband network in the Philippines using 329 million USD in foreign aid from the ExIm Bank of China. The contract was signed in April 2007, then suspended five months later in September 2007 by then-President Arroyo amid massive allegations of corruption and bribery; it was eventually cancelled in October 2007. A Philippine Senate committee investigation into the deal later recommended bringing charges against a number of high ranking Filipino officials including the president, speaker of the House, chair of the Election Commission, secretary of Transportation and Communication, and the National Economic Development Authority secretary. Although the scandal was a major domestic black eye, the image of Chinese aid and Chinese firms was also tainted due to ZTE’s role in offering bribes to Filipino officials to secure the contract. Subsequent Chinese investments have also been viewed (fairly or not) through this tainted lens, leading to at least two other failed transactions.

One was the January 2007 agreement to allow the Jilin Fuhua Agricultural Science and Technology Group (Fuhua Group) to lease a million hectares of land in the Philippines for hybrid rice, sorghum, and corn production for a period of 25 years. The contract was expected to bring in 3.87 billion USD in investments and was supported through funding by the China Development Bank. The deal received little public interest until the above mentioned ZTE scandal broke, at which point cause-oriented groups
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began calling for greater scrutiny of contracts with China. This prompted Agriculture Secretary Arthur Yap to suspend the contract indefinitely in September 2007, effectively killing the deal.²¹⁰

The second deal indirectly affected by the ZTE scandal was the also infamous and ill-fated Northrail project. The original contract signed in 2004 called for Sinomach (then China National Machinery and Equipment Corporation) to build an 80 kilometer section of railway connecting Manila to two northern provinces using a 500 million USD concessionary loan from the Export-Import Bank of China. The project suffered multiple contractual delays and was plagued by accusations of corruption and overpricing.²¹¹ Owing to the stricter scrutiny with which Chinese investments were viewed after the ZTE scandal, subsequent due diligence reviews found the contract to be highly questionable and disadvantageous to the Filipino people. The contract was eventually cancelled in 2012 and the GoPH was forced to repay the disbursed amount of the concessionary loan amounting to around 184 million USD.²¹²

Taken together, these failed investment transactions suggest that both the Chinese government’s role in and control over these commercial activities has been overestimated. If one subscribes to the belief that Chinese mining conglomerates are puppets of the state sent forth to extract natural resources for the vital development of the Chinese economy, then one should also believe that the Chinese government would not let verbal criticism or internal bureaucracy derail substantial investment opportunities. Unless, of course, the Chinese government does not have significant control over these mining companies, nor the bureaucratic ability to clear all internal impediments from their way. Furthermore, if one was extremely cynical regarding China’s motives, then the prospect of constructing (and implicitly controlling/monitoring) the Philippine national broadband network and leasing two million hectares of Philippine sovereign land would


have major political and security implications. Yet the Chinese government did little to save the ZTE deal or mitigate its negative effects on the hybrid rice and Northrail projects. Once again, this suggests that either the Chinese government was not behind these commercial transactions, or it did not deem these transactions worth the political capital required to save them.

In summary, there are several important facts to take away from this analysis. First, Chinese investment in the Philippines over the past 15 years has largely consisted of construction contracting (building infrastructure projects) as opposed to ODI or international service provision. This is consistent with the pattern of Chinese investment in developing countries elsewhere in the world. Second, while the instances of ODI have been few, their significance is disproportionately large when considering the targeted companies were the national electric distributor and the largest shipping company in the country. Third, nearly every instance of investment filled a priority gap identified in the various Philippine national development plans, which helps explain why Chinese investment is still sought after despite the recently volatile bilateral relationship between the two countries. Fourth, the instances of failed investment were highly damaging for both countries’ reputation and will likely continue to taint the bilateral economic relationship for years to come.
VI. CHINESE INVESTMENTS, GEOPOLITICAL ADVANTAGES, AND CHANNELS FOR INFLUENCE

While the existing literature and previous chapters have focused on the proximate explanations for and benefits accrued from Chinese investment abroad, this chapter uses visual analytic techniques to delve deeper and examine potential second order effects of Chinese investment in the Philippines. To do this we will focus on two aspects of the Chinese investments in our data set: 1) the geospatial location of each investment within the Philippines and 2) the relational (inter-organizational and interpersonal) connections between Chinese and Philippine entities formed as a result of these investments. First we examine the dataset using geospatial analysis in order to answer the sub-research question: Are there any geospatial patterns of Chinese investment in the Philippines that would provide China with a geopolitical or competitive advantage?

A. GEOSPATIAL ANALYSIS

This first map (Figure 4) shows all of the Chinese investments in the Philippines, by type, for which we have geospatial data. Based on this map, we can make four main observations. First, there is a high concentration of Chinese investment projects around the Philippine capital city of Manila. The location of these investments makes sense because of Manila’s prominence as the country’s industrial and commercial center of gravity. Intuitively, if the Chinese wanted to highlight high-profile investments or make the largest impact with their development projects, placing them in Manila with its large population base is logical. Second, Chinese mining investments are located in the southern regions of Mindanao and Palawan, where the bulk of Philippine mineral reserves are located. Third, Chinese investment in Philippine power generation is concentrated in the Visayas and Mindanao. Both of these regions are underdeveloped relative to Metro-Manila and have been designated as high priority areas for power grid expansion in Philippine economic development plans.\(^{213}\) Fourth, there are proposed port expansion investments located in all of the regional port/hub cities: Manila, Cavite, Cebu,

\(^{213}\) National Economic and Development Authority, *Medium-Term Philippine*. 69
and Davao. Thus, it appears that the locations of Chinese investments in the Philippines are exactly where one might expect them to be located based on commercial, ecological, and host country development priority factors.

Figure 4. Chinese Investments in the Philippines 2006–2016

This second map (Figure 5) shows the locations of Chinese investments relative to Philippine naval bases and U.S. positions of influence. We define U.S. positions of influence as the American Embassy in Manila, former military bases at Subic Bay and

---

214 Figure 4 is the result of our data compilation and research.
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Clark Air Force Base, as well as five future temporary U.S. bases agreed upon in the Enhanced Defense Cooperation Agreement finalized by the Philippine government in 2016. Based on this map, we were able to draw several conclusions regarding the location of Chinese investment projects vis-à-vis Philippine and U.S. centers of influence.

---

Figure 5. Chinese Investments Relative to Key Philippine and U.S. Positions

---

215 Figure 5 is the result of our data compilation and research.
First, there is some co-location or adjacency between the Chinese investments and Philippine navy and U.S. positions, particularly in Davao, Cebu, and Metro Manila. However, this adjacency is most likely a byproduct of the fact these areas are the primary population and commercial hubs in each region (and therefore attract both investment and military attention), rather than an intentional attempt at co-location. Furthermore, it does not appear that the location of Chinese investments fits any discernable pattern; therefore, it is difficult to conclude that investments are being deliberately placed by the Chinese government for the purpose of mitigating U.S. or Philippine influence in strategic areas of the country. Instead, it appears that investment location is driven by normal economic considerations (e.g., where power generation, natural resources, and key transportation infrastructure are most concentrated). This would suggest natural profit-driven decision-making on the part of Chinese firms. Although we are not testing Wei Qi\textsuperscript{216} theory in this thesis (see Chapter VII, Recommendations), our conclusion of a more naturally occurring or profit-driven Chinese investment strategy appears to contradict the tenants of this theory. In any case, future research in this area is needed in order to draw more definitive conclusions on the geospatial nature of Chinese investments.

Although the previous maps demonstrated that the locations of Chinese investments in the Philippines appear to be governed more by commercial and ecological factors than a discernible and intentional strategy on the part of the Chinese government, this does not mean these investment locations are without significance. When placed in the context of China’s recent attempts to gain control over the South China Sea, the locations of the four proposed port development investments suddenly garner more attention. We posit that although these port investment projects likely resulted from a general convergence between China’s One Belt One Road plan and the \textit{Philippine Development Plan 2017–2022}, the location of these port investment projects in relation to alternate shipping routes through the South China Sea could provide the Chinese government with an informational benefit.

Figure 6. Impact of Chinese Investment on South China Sea Control

Figure 6 illustrates a current theory prevalent among top United States Pacific Command (USPACOM) officials that China is attempting to use its Southern Fleet and construction of militarized artificial islands as a chokepoint in the South China Sea to control the shipping lanes and sea lines of communication that flow through it. Critical to
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this plan is the Scarborough Shoal (circled in red), which the Chinese forcibly seized from the Philippines in 2012 and have blockaded ever since. While the United States under the Obama administration warned that Chinese dredging operations on the Scarborough Shoal would constitute the crossing of a “red line,” some experts still believe a Chinese attempt to develop the small reef is likely. Given the locations of China’s People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Navy bases and militarized artificial islands, it is possible to visualize Chinese control over this chokepoint as denoted in green on the map. While the physical components of China’s alleged plan are already underway and nearing completion, the PLA Navy faces another challenge: situational awareness.

It is not enough for the PLA to simply occupy strategic locations in the South China Sea, it also needs an advanced maritime command, control, computers, communication, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance capability in order to effectively monitor activities in the air and sea domains of the South China Sea. Doing so requires building a situational awareness capability over 1.5 million square nautical miles of air and sea space, through which the navies and coast guards of seven regional neighbors operate and thousands of commercial and fishing vessels navigate. To accomplish this monumental task the PLA Navy currently relies on a wide array of sensors, including ground radar installations, satellite reconnaissance, and civilian systems, such as the Automated Identification System and the Beidou system installed on several thousand Chinese fishing vessels. Despite this impressive array of sensors, the Chinese still have numerous gaps in their situational awareness picture, particularly in Philippine sovereign waters and along the minor shipping routes that flow in/around the Philippines and bypass the Chinese chokepoint in the South China Sea.

This is where the four port development investment projects could possibly be of secondary value to the Chinese government. Located in Manila, Sangley Point (Cavite), Cebu, and Davao, these ports form the backbone of the Philippines’ maritime shipping
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infrastructure and are all located along or near the minor shipping lanes that transit around or through the Philippines (see Figure 7). Furthermore, all four investment projects are located in ports where the Philippine navy also has a naval station or base. Thus, from these four investment project locations one could monitor the movement of Philippine naval assets, U.S. naval assets that conduct port calls there in accordance with the Enhanced Defense Cooperation Agreement (EDCA), as well as the movement of other vessels, military or commercial, along these minor sea lanes outside the immediate control of the Chinese chokepoint.

Figure 7. Chinese Port Investments and Impact on South China Sea Control
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To be clear, there is absolutely no indication that this is what the Chinese government is doing or plans to do with these port expansion investments; however, based on our analysis, this potentiality is eminently feasible for three reasons. First, the Chinese commercial actors involved in these port investments are the China Harbor Engineering Company and the CCCC Dredging Company, both of which are subsidiaries of the China Communications Construction Company (CCCC), one of China’s state owned national champions. As noted in Chapter IV, the CCP has a path for influence over these SOEs via their company-internal party committees. Furthermore, as noted in Chapter V, the CCCC Dredging Company was captured in satellite photos conducting dredging operations at one of China’s artificial islands in the Spratlys,\textsuperscript{221} meaning there is a precedent for the Chinese state directing the commercial activities of this SOE. Second, the Philippine companies working with China on three of the four port investments are all subsidiaries of a single company, R-II Construction Group, which is completely owned by Reghis M. Romero II, who will be shown to be a likely candidate for Chinese ally cultivation in the next section. Finally, as noted in Chapter V, the EXIM Bank of China owns a controlling stake in 2GO Group, one of the largest shipping and ferry operators in the Philippines, via a string of subsidiaries. This provides China with another potential commercial actor that it can use to operate out of these same ports for monitoring and information collection.

B. RELATIONAL ANALYSIS

We now pivot to our relational analysis in an effort to answer the following sub-question: do the personal and/or institutional linkages that arise from Chinese investment in the Philippines provide channels for Chinese influence on Philippine decision-making? As noted in our methodology, we attempt to operationalize a theory by Sino-Philippine scholar Aileen Baviera, who posited that Chinese economic power translates to influence via “successful cultivation of allies among members of the Philippine political elite with whom it has shared preferences.”\textsuperscript{222} To do this, we look for Philippine commercial actors

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{221} Dizon, “Chinese Company Banned.”
\textsuperscript{222} Baviera, “The Domestic Mediations,” 127.
that are highly connected or deeply embedded within the social space created by these investments. We begin the analysis with a topographical description of that social space as defined by the one-mode organizational social network outlined in Chapter II.

Topographic analysis consists of a set of metrics that, among many other things, allows analysts to examine how dense/sparse and centralized/decentralized a given social network is. Topographical metrics for our social network of Philippine and Chinese organizations are provided in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Average Degree Centrality</th>
<th>Global Clustering Coefficient</th>
<th>Degree Centralization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>147</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>3.075</td>
<td>0.545</td>
<td>3.45%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The density score (.021) provides the ratio of actual ties to potential ties among actors in the network meaning that only 2.1 percent of all potential ties are present in the network. The average degree centrality score (3.075) is the sum of each actor’s degree centrality divided by the total number of actors in the network (147) and can provide a second way of estimating network density/sparseness. Finally, the global clustering coefficient (0.545) is simply an average of each actor’s local clustering coefficient score described in Chapter II. Together, these three metrics indicate that this network tends toward the sparse end of the spectrum, which makes sense given that the network is built around 41 separate instances of investment spread across a multitude of industries; this decreases the likelihood of a densely interconnected network. Finally, the degree centralization score (3.45 percent) can help capture how centralized or hierarchical a given network might be. In general, the higher the degree centralization score, the more likely that a single actor has a high degree centrality while the rest of the actors do not, which indicates that said actor might be at the top of the network hierarchy. In this case, a

223 Values in Table 1 were generated using the UCINET software suite. Steve Borgatti, Martin Everett, and Lin Freeman, Ucinet 6 for Windows: Software for Social Network Analysis (Harvard, MA: Analytic Technologies, 2002).
degree centralization score of 3.45 percent is quite low indicating that this network is very decentralized and not hierarchical. Once again, this result makes sense because the actors in this network are independent organizational entities from two different countries making the likelihood that they all fall into a single hierarchy extremely unlikely.

As a first attempt to look for highly connected Philippine entities that might be candidates for Chinese ally cultivation, we used a simple degree centrality metric. This metric counts the total number of ties that a given actor has within the network. Figure 8 depicts the social network with Chinese entities colored in red and Philippine entities in green, and nodes sized by degree centrality score. Table 2 shows the top five highest scoring actors within the network, and Table 3 shows specifically the top seven highest scoring Philippine entities within the network.

Figure 8. Investment Network Sized by Degree Centrality

Visualization in Figure 8 was generated using the UCINET software suite. Steve Borgatti, Martin Everett, and Lin Freeman, Ucinet 6 for Windows: Software for Social Network Analysis (Harvard, MA: Analytic Technologies, 2002).
Table 2. Top Five Investment Network Actors by Degree Centrality Score\textsuperscript{225}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor Name</th>
<th>Degree Centrality Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Grid Corporation of the Philippines (Philippine)</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State-Owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (Chinese)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Harbour Engineering Co. Ltd (Chinese)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Export-Import Bank of China (Chinese)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China Development Bank (Chinese)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Top Seven Philippine Investment Network Actors by Degree Centrality Score\textsuperscript{226}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Philippine Actor Name</th>
<th>Degree Centrality Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Grid Corporation of the Philippines</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Ferronickel Holdings Inc. (FNI)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2GO Group Inc.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-II Construction Group</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Agriculture</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL Agritech Corporation</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sterling Paper Group</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In examining the investment network visualization, one of the first things that jumps out is the large red node in the center of the main component, from which many other red nodes emanate. That node is the State-Owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (Chinese).

\textsuperscript{225} Values in Table 2 were generated using the UCINET software suite.

\textsuperscript{226} Values in Table 3 were generated using the UCINET software suite.
Administration Commission (SASAC), which is the government entity that owns and oversees China’s SOEs, and it is not surprising that it shows up in the center of this network since most of the instances of investment in our dataset were conducted by Chinese SOEs. Likewise the other high scoring Chinese entities in Table 2 also make sense. The EXIM Bank and China Development Bank both provide funding for many of the investment projects and thus have many connections. We also see that China Harbor Engineering Company (CHEC) is the most highly connected Chinese SOE in our network owing to the fact that it landed a large number of investment deals during President Duterte’s state visit to China in 2016. However, we are primarily concerned with the green nodes in the visualization, which represent Philippine entities and tend towards the outer edges of the network.

There are three actors listed in Table 3 worth highlighting for their potential as pathways for Chinese influence. The first is the National Grid Corporation of the Philippines, which, as noted in Chapter V, is 40 percent owned by the State Grid Corporation of China and is also the most highly connected actor in this network. The second is 2GO Group Inc., which was the second instance of Chinese acquisition of a Philippine company in our dataset. As noted in Chapter V, the EXIM Bank of China owns a controlling stake in 2GO Group via several intermediary layers. It should not be surprising that the two Philippine companies in which China has an ownership stake are also two of the most highly connected actors in a network composed of Chinese and Philippine commercial organizations. Both companies have a relationship based on mutual benefit with their Chinese owners making it highly likely that they are counted by the Chinese as cultivated allies within the Philippine economy. The third actor worth highlighting is R-II Construction Group, which is tied for the second most highly connected Philippine entity. This is the same R-II Construction Group that was mentioned in the above geospatial analysis for being the Philippine partner on three of the four Chinese port investment projects.

The second metric we used for identifying highly embedded Philippine entities that might be considered cultivated allies was local clustering coefficient, as described in the methodology section. Figure 9 shows the investment network colored by nationality
(Chinese = red, Philippine = green) with the highest scoring actors, by clustering coefficient, circled in black. Table 4 provides the raw clustering coefficient scores for these actors.

Figure 9. Highly Embedded Philippine Entities within the Investment Network

Visualization in Figure 9 was generated using the UCINET software suite.

227 Visualization in Figure 9 was generated using the UCINET software suite.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Philippine Actor</th>
<th>Clustering Coefficient Score</th>
<th>nPairs^{229}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negros Navigation Company Inc.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federation of Filipino-Chinese Chambers of Commerce and Industry Inc. (FFCCCII)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calaca High Power Corp.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippine Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PCCI)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monte Oro Grid Resources Corporation</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Ferronickel Holdings Inc. (FNI)</td>
<td>0.571429</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2GO Group Inc.</td>
<td>0.571429</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In examining these results, one of the first things to note is that all of these Philippine actors form a tightly clustered group within the network, despite being extremely diverse in their organizational functions. This tight clustering is representative of the degree of embeddedness that we sought to find within the investment network. When combined with some of our earlier analysis, the results also make intuitive sense. Negros Navigation is the Philippine company that the EXIM Bank of China bought a controlling stake in before changing the business name to 2GO Group, which is also on the list. Likewise, Calaca High Power and Monte Oro Grid Resource Company are the two Philippine entities that owned the remaining 60 percent stock (30 percent each) of the National Grid Corporation of the Philippines after the State Grid Corporation of China acquired the other 40 percent. Finally, the FFCCCII and PCCI are both non-governmental organizations of which the owners of many of these Philippine companies are members. Furthermore, these two organizations helped to facilitate the large business delegation.

^{228} Values in Table 4 were generated using the UCINET software suite.

^{229} nPairs refers to the number of alters in a given actor’s ego network. Since the clustering coefficient metric uses the number of potential ties within the alter network as part its calculation, the number of nPairs is extremely important. Actors with a low number of nPairs may still achieve a large clustering coefficient score, but they would not meet our definition of embeddedness which we are using this metric to capture. For that reason, only actors with six or more nPairs were included in our list of highest clustering coefficient scores.
that accompanied President Duterte to China in 2016 and resulted in 25 of our 41 instances of investment.

To summarize, our geospatial and social network analysis led to the identification of several Philippine entities that could provide China with potential pathways for translating its economic might into influence within the Philippines. Based on the geospatial and degree centrality analysis, we identified the R-II Construction Group. Based on the degree centrality and clustering coefficient analysis, we identified the National Grid Corporation of the Philippines and 2GO Group. Finally, based on the clustering coefficient analysis, we also identified the Federation of Filipino-Chinese Chambers of Commerce and Industry Inc. (FFCCCII) and Philippine Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PCCI). We will now utilize link analysis to highlight some of the Filipino individuals associated with these entities who embody Baviera’s definition of a cultivated ally based on relationships of informal patronage and mutual benefit.230

The first and most highly likely candidate for a potential Chinese ally is Dr. Francis Chua. Figure 10 depicts Dr. Chua’s ego network consisting of all the people, companies, organizations, and events with or to which he is affiliated. There are several key points to note about this diagram. First, Dr. Chua has been directly involved in three instances of Chinese investment (circled in red). He is on the board of directors at the National Grid Corporation of the Philippines, which the State Grid Corporation of China bought a 40 percent controlling stake in. He is also the independent director and chairman of the board at 2GO Group, which the EXIM Bank of China also owns a controlling share in via the intermediary layers depicted in the diagram. Finally, he is also on the board of directors at Global Ferronickel Holdings, which is working a joint venture with Baiyin Nonferrous Group to build a stainless steel plant in the Philippines. Second, Dr. Chua also sits on the board of directors at both the FFCCCII and PCCI, which were both identified as being deeply embedded in our social network analysis. Finally, Dr. Chua has extensive contacts within the Philippine government having once been a special advisor to President Arroyo, a special envoy for trade and investment on behalf of the

230 Baviera, “The Domestic Mediations.”
Department of Foreign Affairs, and a special advisor on economic affairs to the House of Representatives.

Figure 10. Link Diagram of Dr. Francis Chua’s Affiliations

A second highly connected and embedded Filipino individual with potential for Chinese cooption/exploitation is Reghis Romero II. Figure 11 depicts Romero’s ego network consisting of all the people, companies, organizations, and events with or to which he is affiliated. Romero is the owner of the R-II construction group, which, through two of its subsidiaries, is involved in three instances of investment with Chinese SOEs (circled in red). All three of these investments are port reclamation and expansion projects located in Manila, Cebu, and Davao. Romero’s R-II Group was identified in both our geospatial and social network analysis as an organization of interest. Romero has also scored points with President Duterte by implementing his Davao port reclamation project, a priority of Duterte’s while he was the Mayor of Davao, and has been labeled as a “developer/contractor to watch” under Duterte’s administration.

Visualization in Figure 10 was generated using author’s research and the Palantir Gotham software suite (requires paid subscription), available at https://www.palantir.com/palantir-gotham/

A third and final Filipino individual worth noting is Jaime Augusto Zobel de Ayala. Figure 12 depicts Ayala’s ego network consisting of all the people, companies, organizations, and events with or to which he is affiliated. Ayala is one of the richest people in the Philippines and is the patriarch of the Zobel de Ayala family, which now controls the Ayala Corporation after his retirement in 2006.\textsuperscript{234} The Ayala Corporation, through several layers of subsidiaries, can be traced to four instances of Chinese investment (circled in red) in our dataset. Three of these instances of investment were

\textsuperscript{233} Visualization in Figure 11 was generated using author’s research and the Palantir Gotham software suite (requires paid subscription), available at https://www.palantir.com/palantir-gothen/

power generation projects that were financed and build by the Chinese then later acquired by the Ayala Corporation through its subsidiary AC Energy Holdings. The fourth instance involved Globe Telecom, which Ayala Corporation owns 31 percent of, partnering with Huawei Technologies to upgrade its LTE network in 2012. Unlike the previous two cases, the Ayala Corporation did not show up in our geospatial or social network analysis. This is likely because the Ayala Corporation was a subsequent beneficiary of these instances of investment rather than a central player in them. However, it is precisely this beneficiary relationship that makes the Ayala Corporation and the Zobel de Ayala family a potential path for Chinese influence. Because Ayala has benefited handsomely in the past from Chinese investments into the power generation sector, Chinese commercial actors could use the prospect of more future investments as a point of leverage in return for some of the Zobel de Ayala family’s political capital generated by its immense wealth.
This chapter focused on the second order effects generated by Chinese investment that are identifiable only by dropping the level of analysis to the micro or instance level. In particular, we focused on the geospatial and relational aspects of China’s investment in the Philippines with an eye toward identifying potential geopolitical advantages and inter-organizational paths of influence generated by these investments. Our geospatial

Visualization in Figure 12 was generated using author’s research and the Palantir Gotham software suite (requires paid subscription), available at https://www.palantir.com/palantir-gotham/
analysis highlighted the possibility that Chinese investments into Philippine ports could be used as a platform for information collection that would fill a critical gap in China’s situational awareness in the South China Sea. Our social network analysis identified the following highly connected and deeply embedded Philippine entities as possible conduits for Chinese influence: R-II Building Group, National Grid Corporation of the Philippines, 2Go Group, the Federation of Filipino-Chinese Chambers of Commerce and Industry Inc., and the Philippine Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Finally, our link analysis built upon these results and identified Dr. Francis Chua, Reghis Romero II, and the Zobel de Ayala family as individuals with ties of mutual benefit and informal patronage to Chinese commercial actors who could potentially be cultivated as allies within the Philippines. These findings suggest there is more to China’s international investments than is currently explained by the literature on Chinese economic statecraft and possibly warrant a new way of looking at China’s global investment activity.
To reduce some of the uncertainty surrounding the topic of Chinese grand strategy, this thesis has presented a comprehensive overview of China’s investment in the Philippines over the past decade. It examines the role commercial actors play in supporting Chinese foreign policy objectives and focuses on the bilateral context in which these actors operate. Divided into five major research questions, this thesis identifies China’s strategic approach to the Philippines, the unique characteristics of Chinese international investment that facilitate state control and direction, and the patterns of Chinese investment in the Philippines since 2006. Then, using visual analytic techniques heretofore unapplied in the analysis of Chinese international investment, this thesis established that geospatial, social network, and link analysis of Chinese investments could reveal previously unseen geopolitical advantages and interpersonal pathways for influence within the recipient country.

Based on the analysis found in Chapter III, China is actively working to increase its economic and political influence in the Philippines. Its strategy toward the Philippines is mostly consistent with the strategy Beijing applies to the Southeast Asia region as a whole—it aggressively pursues its territorial interests in the South China Sea while also broadcasting clear signals of goodwill and cooperation through pledges of joint development and mutual prosperity. Overall, China has applied tactics to punish Philippine resistance to Chinese actions in the South China Sea as evidenced by the pressure applied during the Aquino III administration. When Philippine administrations adopted pro-Chinese foreign policy positions, Beijing has offered economic benefits under the Peaceful Development and Striving for Achievement policies. This understanding of China’s approach to its bilateral relationship with the Philippines provided a context within which we could then make sense of and interpret the investment activities of its commercial actors.

We then explored the question of who is driving Chinese foreign investment activity: the Chinese state or the Chinese company? Chapter IV explains that the answer
is a little of both. While it would be wrong to assume the CCP Politburo is behind every takeover of a foreign company, it would be equally wrong to assume Chinese companies are exhibiting purely profit-seeking behavior is a laissez-faire political economy. Rather it should be acknowledged that the PRC has policies in place that allow it to motivate, direct, and underwrite foreign investment by its commercial actors. Beijing has built a CCP presence into the organizational structure of its SOEs and is able to control the activities of its commercial actors when there is unity among the various CCP bureaucracies. We suggest this requires viewing each foreign investment from two points of view—that of the Chinese commercial actor and that of the Chinese state to grasp the full economic and geopolitical effects of a given investment.

The current scope of Chinese ODI and development aid in the Philippines is addressed in Chapter V. We found that Chinese investment since 2005 has largely consisted of construction contracting for building infrastructure projects as opposed to ODI or international service provisions. Based on our research, this is mostly consistent with patterns of Chinese investment in other developing countries. While there are few instances of ODI, their significance is disproportionately large when considering the targeted companies were the national electric distributor and the largest shipping company in the Philippines. Significantly, nearly every instance of investment filled a priority gap identified in the various Philippine national development plans helping to explain why Chinese investment is still sought after despite recently volatile bilateral relationship between the two countries. Where investment projects have failed, damage has been done to both countries’ reputations—likely straining the Sino-Philippine bilateral economic relationship for years to come.

The final research goal of this thesis was to use visual analytic techniques to delve deeper and examine potential second order effects of Chinese investment in the Philippines. This is covered in Chapter VI. In it, we focus on two aspects of the Chinese investments in our data set—the geospatial location of each investment within the
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Philippines and the relational connections between Chinese and Philippine entities formed as a result of these investments.

Based on our analysis, we conclude that it does not appear that the location of Chinese investments fits any discernable geographic pattern. This makes it difficult to determine if investments are being deliberately placed by the Chinese government for the purpose of mitigating U.S. or Philippine influence in strategic areas of the country. Instead, it appears that investment location is driven by normal economic considerations suggesting natural profit-driven decision-making on the part of Chinese firms. However, recognizing China still has numerous gaps in their situational awareness picture, particularly in Philippine sovereign waters, four documented port development investment projects could possibly be of secondary value to the Chinese government. Since these projects are located in ports where the Philippine navy also has a naval station or base, the PRC could monitor the movement of naval assets or the movement of other vessels along the minor sea lanes outside the immediate control of Chinese chokepoints in the South China Sea. These additional sensors could provide China with a strategic advantage in the region by expanding its situational awareness beyond its South China Sea facilities.

Our social network analysis recognized several highly connected and deeply embedded Philippine entities as possible conduits for Chinese influence. Link analysis built on these findings and identifies individuals with ties of mutual benefit and informal patronage to Chinese commercial actors who could be cultivated as allies within the Philippines. In sum, applying these visual analytic techniques to our data set intimated subtle undertones to China’s international investments possibly requiring that we reframe how we view China’s international investment activity in the future.

A. IMPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSION

The findings generated by this line of research lead to two main implications. First, China’s international investments provide benefits and opportunities undetected by the macroeconomic, quantitative, and regional analytic techniques currently being applied in the fields of Chinese foreign policy and economic statecraft research. These
benefits and opportunities might be considered secondary effects, but they will continue to remain undetected until scholars adjust their level of analysis and begin examining these investments at the micro or instance level. Second, the benefits and opportunities created by these investments bear eerie resemblance to the conditions U.S. special operations forces (SOF) attempt to achieve through preparation of the environment activities in the shaping phase of an operation. This suggests that U.S. defense planners should potentially change the way they frame, or view, Chinese investment activities within their geographic areas of interest by categorizing them as an economic form of preparation of the environment.

Scholarly research into China’s global investment activity up to this point has done an effective job of describing where, how, and why the Chinese state and its commercial actors invest. However, because this research is largely based on monetary figures aggregated annually, by country, and potentially by sector, conclusions drawn from this data are necessarily generalizations and/or oversimplifications. That is not to say that these conclusions are incorrect; rather, they are simply insufficient by themselves because they are only able to provide proximate explanations or answers to these questions. In this way, it is correct to conclude that China’s investment in the Philippines represents checkbook diplomacy; investments in the Philippine mining sector are motivated by the pursuit of strategic minerals/resources needed to feed the Chinese industrial economy; and Philippine infrastructure investments represent implementation of China’s One Belt One Road strategy. All of these conclusions from the data are correct; yet, all of them provide only a proximate or primary explanation, and in that way, they are insufficient.

Our research shows that there is more to these investments than the proximate explanations offered above. Whether these secondary effects of the investments are intentional or not, or will be exploited or not, is largely irrelevant. The fact remains that China’s investments create geographic footholds and platforms within the recipient country and establish organizational ties between Chinese and host country commercial actors that are potentially more important than whatever proximate explanation is attached to the investment. Until the field of research into Chinese international
investment moves beyond analyses at the aggregate level and into analytic treatments at the individual investment and actor level, our understanding of what China is attempting to achieve through these investments will remain incomplete.

While scholars wrestle with the above implication, U.S. defense planners should be more concerned by a second implication generated by our findings, specifically that the benefits and opportunities accrued to China by virtue of its investment activities in the Philippines effectively mirror the objectives sought by our U.S. SOF preparation of the environment (PE) activities. According to Joint Publication 3-05, preparation of the environment is defined as “an umbrella term for operations and activities conducted by selectively trained special operations forces to develop an environment for potential future special operations.” Without delving beyond the unclassified realm, we simply assert that these activities have two interconnected objectives: 1) establishing access to, or a presence in, a given geographic area, and 2) cultivating inter-organizational and interpersonal relationships that can be called upon for future purposes. When presented in this light, our findings from the geospatial and relational analysis contained in Chapter VI bear a striking similarity. The port investment projects afford Chinese actors access to strategic areas within the Philippines and platforms from which to establish an enduring monitoring presence in the area. Likewise, the ties flowing from the Chinese Communist Party through its state owned commercial actors to the highly connected and deeply embedded Philippine entities represent cultivated relationships that could be potentially leveraged for a future purpose. In the case of the Philippines, China was able to achieve both of these PE objectives, access, and relationships, using its economic actors rather than its military forces.

As U.S. defense planners trained to assume and plan for worst-case contingencies, the above proposition should be both eye-opening and worrisome. Especially when placed within the context of a 2016 research report generated by the U.S.-Economic and Security Review Commission in which the authors assert that China is pursuing “non-military operations prior to conflict” to counter U.S. forward presence in the Asia
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Pacific. These non-military operations include using “economic engagement and economic coercion to attempt to shape the behavior of U.S. allies and partners Beijing considers instrumental to supporting U.S. presence and force projection capability.” What the author is effectively describing here is economic (non-military) shaping operations designed to affect the cost-benefit calculus of U.S. allies like the Philippines. Under such a strategy, it would be extremely valuable for China to have a foothold or platform within the Philippines from which to monitor U.S. naval movements and cultivated relationships with influential Filipinos that can be leveraged to shape the internal debate over issues like the EDCA which provides the United States with a temporary military presence in the Philippines. China may not have the diplomatic relationships and military capability to conduct shaping operations and preparation of the environment like the United States, but it does have an abundance of commercial actors operating globally that can achieve similar objectives. U.S. defense planners need to be aware of this capability and begin accounting for it in their collection plans.

B. RECOMMENDATIONS

Based upon these insights, we recommend the following two courses of action. First, micro level research into Chinese international investment activity using visual analytic techniques should be expanded beyond the scope of the Philippines. The first and most logical step would be to replicate this research on a regional level beginning with Southeast Asia and focusing on the ASEAN countries. From there, it can be combined with other regional level analyses to create a common, global operating picture of China’s economic preparation of the environment activities. Based upon their regional orientation and organizational capacity, the U.S. geographic combatant commands are ideal candidates to sponsor and/or spearhead this continued research.

Scaling this up to a regional or even global level analysis would also allow for analytic treatments not possible in our study. One such treatment is using the game of Wei Qi as a lens for interpreting the geographic locations of Chinese investments. Known
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Internationally as Go, Wei Qi is an ancient Chinese game that requires a player to utilize strategic encirclement to defeat an opponent. As a game, it embodies many of the teachings that underpin Chinese strategic thought, namely the 36 strategems, Sun Tzu’s *Art of War*, and the concept of Shi. Using it as a lens for analysis forces one to adopt a Chinese point of view and interpret what one sees in the context of these strategic ideas. By applying this lens to future, regional analyses of Chinese investment activity, it might be possible to predict where China will attempt to carve out a sphere of influence or mitigate a U.S. capability via strategic encirclement.

Second, we recommend that U.S. Civil Affairs forces deployed around the world begin capturing data on Chinese investment activities in their host countries as part of their civil information management (CIM) key task. As military practitioners given the primary task of mapping and understanding the civil domain, Civil Affairs forces are a natural fit for tracking, documenting, and interpreting the effects of Chinese investment activity in the countries in which they are operating. As it is common for Civil Affairs forces to maintain situational awareness on the aid activities of foreign governments in their operating area, this type of collection may already be underway. However, future CIM efforts should be expanded to include not just aid projects but all investments with a focus on documenting the exact geographic locations of such aid and investment, as well as identifying the key actors involved, particularly their connections to the host government. Such data will prove invaluable in conducting the regional analyses recommend above.

C. CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

This line of research was born from the uncertainty with which we, as military professionals, view China’s military and economic activities around the globe. To reduce some of that uncertainty, we sought to understand how China was using its primary element of national power, the economic element, against a longtime U.S. ally in the hopes that it would shed some light on China’s grand strategy objectives. While those objectives still remain a mystery (as they do to most scholars), our efforts have not been
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in vain. Our research shows that 1) China has a strategic approach to the Philippines, 2) China’s policy framework enables state direction and possibly control over its commercial actors, 3) China’s investment in the Philippines is consistent with how it invests in other developing countries, and 4) China’s investments generate secondary benefits and opportunities previously unaccounted for in the literature. Our hope is that this thesis serves as a proof of concept, spurring future interest and research into the geospatial and relational aspects of China’s global investment activity. In this small way, we have pushed the ball a little further downfield.
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